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The Spark disciiarge is a physical phenomenon

\?hich has been intensively studied for aaxjgr years,

and in the course of time conceptions and ideas on

the subject have changed markedly as more and more

light has been thromm on the wider field of the

Conduction of JLectricity through Gases, "hat the

precise nature of the Sparking mechanise is not

completely resolved even today, although recent work

lias greatly clarified the position, indicates the

complexity of the subject, possessing as it docs so

many variable parameters, and having been the
'

genesis of not a few theories and hypotheses whieh

have in later years been found Inadequate if not

actually in error.

arly workers discovered, that, for ah

electrode system of anode and cathode of known

geometry* a spark would pass across the electrode

gap if a certain minimum voltage were applied to the

electrodes. This voltage was somewhat vaguely termed

the "Sparking Potential" and tables of values of this

quantity were prepared as & function of the electrode

separation for severe! standard electrode systems,

the discharge normally taking place in air at



atmospheric pressure, although other gases were

examined and similar tables prepared, these tables

were then used for the rough evaluation of high

potentials. It was realised at an early stage that

the accuracy was not great, although the concept of

a fixed, definite value for the "Sparking Potential"

under given geometrical conditions had found consid¬

erable favour.

It was noticed, however, that after the

application of the so called "Sparking Potential,"

a delay commonly occurred before the discharge took

place, the delay varying considerably from extremely
-8

small time intervals of the order of 10 sec. or

less, to values of 30 minutes, so that if the

potential between the electrodes v/as being slowly-

raised the exact determination of the "Sparking

Potential" was difficult if not impossible - a point
(1)

clearly stated by Warburg in 1900, although the

effect was well known long before that date. For
(2)

this reason the "Sparking Potential" became defined

as the greatest Potential Difference which could be

applied to the electrodes for an indefinitely long

time without causing a spark to pass. In Spark

Potential studies it has been the practice for

workers to apply voltages to electrodes for

arbitrary periods and record whether or not a spark

passed in this time interval, and thereafter to

define the Sparking Potential as that voltage at



which a spark passed in to 90f of the number of

applications, the percentage chosen depending on the

worker concerned. While it is true that there is a

voltage for each electrode system which, if applied

for an "indefinitely long period," would enable a

spark to pass eventually, this threshold voltage is

never measured in practice, Yfliat is usually-

measured is an appreciably higher voltage as des¬

cribed above,
(3) (4) (5)

'Warburg in 1896-7 investigated the

variations in the spark delay as the voltage was

raised above the "Sparking Potential," finding as is

now well known, that the delay falls as the over-

voltage is increased, the overvoltage being defined

as the applied volts less the Sparking Potential.

Investigations had previously been made by several
C6) (7)

authors on the properties of irradiated gaps

using Ultra-Violet light, and it had been shown that

such irradiation facilitated the passage of the
(1X3)

spark by reducing the delay, although V.Urburg

found a small reduction in the sparking potential
(8)

as well. It was Herweg who first stated that a

reduction in the value of the sparking potential was

possible using X rays and cathode rays, and much
{9) (i o T

later Masch, van Cauwenberghe and Marchal ,
(11) (12)

White, as well as Rogowski and Wallraff

confirmed this work using Ultra Violet Light. In
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reeent years most of the work on Sparking Potentials

has been carried out using irradiated gaps#

Thus it is seen that the value obtained for

the sparking potential (Vs) is determined to some

extent by the conditions laid down by the observer

such as, the length of time for which the voltage

is to be applied before being removed, the percentage

of occasions in which application of the voltage is

to result in a spark before that particular voltage

can be regarded as the sparking potential, the

intensity with which the gap and electrodes are

irradiated, and the nature of the electrode
(13)

materials #

(14)
Wilson, by treating the matter on the

basis of the Probability of Sparking under various

conditions showed that the passage of a spark was

a statistical matter, and thus opened up an

entirely new concept of the subject which is now
(15)

the accepted view. Recently Loeb has stressed

the significance of this treatment. Wilson, in his

investigations, used a constant approach voltage

approximately equal to the normal sparking

potential and suddenly applied an overvoltage. The

overvoltage could b« raised in small, successive

steps until, with a given time of application, a

spark could be seen to pass# Curves were produced,

showing the percentage number of applications



which resulted in sparking as a function of the

overvoltage (as a percentage of the sparking

potential)* the application time being constant for

each curve produced. A family of such curves for

various application times ms prepared, and from

these, a graph of percentage overvoltage resulting

in a 50?o sparking probability plotted against time

of application, that is, time delay, was obtained.

This showed that if sufficient overvoltage was
-9

applied spark delays of the order of 10 seconds

could be obtained, a result indicating that neither

positive ions nor electrons could have crossed the

electrode gap in the production of such sparks, the

time interval being shorter than the transit times

calculated from the known mobilities and field
(16)

strengths , The effect of the intensity of the

irradiation (Ultra Violet light) was that for weaker

irradiations of the gap, a larger percentage over-

voltage was required to produce the same Time Delay,

It is appropriate at this juncture to discuss

the effect of irradiation intensity on the sparking

potential and spark delay, without invcsfclhg any one

of the theories of the mechanism of the spark, it

can be said that there is little doubt that in the

standard determination of 7S by the steady Ultra

Violet irradiation of the gap and cathode, the

production of a photo-electric current between the
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electrodes ensures that no region of the gap capable

of being the origin of en electron avalanche of

sparking magnitude is left without a sufficient

electron flux. In this way, by reducing the delay,

the minimum voltage at which a spark can pass is

found more easily, the spark passing at an apparently

lower voltage. Very high photoelectric currents, by

the production of space charge effects may serve to

produce in the gap a sparking condition at a lower
(17)

applied voltage than that normally observed. Loeh

gives an irradiation intensity suitable for ordinary-

spark studios as one capable of providing of the

order of one electron per microsecond in the active
(18)

volume of the gap, while Meek quotes a value of
7

10 electrons per second per square centimetre as a

normally employed photoeleetron emission from the
(19)

cathode in spark studies, ffiiite by increasing
5

this latter figure by a factor of 10 observed a 10^

reduction in Vs, but over a large range of intensities

the sparking potential has been found to be Independ¬

ent of the intensity for large values of & ,

■p- being the gas pressure in mm. of mercury and &'
(19), (20).

the electrode separation

Having thus briefly reviewed the properties of

the sparking potential and the various factors

likely to affect it, the subject of the Spark
(21)

Counter may now be introduced. In 1934 Grein&eher

stated that, under suitable conditions individual
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corpuscles and quanta could cause a gap to break

down in a spark and that this occurred with all

kinds of ionising radiations. With this discovery#,

described "by Grein&eher as a reduction in the

sparking potential of the gap "by the ionisation of

the individual corpuscle or quantum, that is to say,

by the irradiation of the gap by the particles or

quanta, arose a new instrument for counting such

corpuscles ana quanta - the Spark Counter. The term

"Spark Counter" may be defined as any electrode

system which will record the passage of ionising

particles or quanta through its sensitive region,

by the gap breaking down into a spark, the spark

discharge being usually, though not necessarily,

visible and audible.

3h this paper, Greinacher described a

"Hydraulic" type of counter more suitable for

demonstration purposes than for any actual counting

experiments, A horizontal Jet of water impinged on

a taut rubber membrane and a needle was mounted one

or two millimetres away from the nozzle of the Jet.

This needle was connected through a IOC M -fi¬

res! stor to a high voltage supply and when an

ionising particle passed through the air in the

region between the needle and the Jet, the water

Jet suddenly Jerked up and dovm on the membrane

producing a loud bang each time. Counts could be
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recorded by the noise produced in this way and the

counter was claimed to be sensitive to ^ # f3 and

V rays* Further details were published in the same
(22)

year and it was observed that photoelectrons

were emitted by the jet of water when the counter

was subjected to a flux of ionising particles or

quanta. Thus it was observed that irradiation by

an Ultra Ylolet lamp could produce deflections of

the jet#

In the next year, 1935. further papers and
(23) (24)

notes appeared on the subject of the water counters
(25)

and a paper by Greinaeher dealt with the

properties of counters having metal electrodes in

the forms* point and plate; plate opposite plate;

parallel and crossed wires* and compared them in

general terms with the "Eydrodynamic" counter

described above* and also with a "Hydrostatic"

type of counter* in which one electrode was a

horizontal* flat liquid surface and the other

electrode was a needle point mounted vertically a

short distance away from the liquid surface.
(26) (27)

Further descriptions appeared in 1938 but

few details of the properties of these counters

were given apart from the mechanical construction and

a general discussion. It appeared* however* that

all these counters had a small electrode separation

and that one electrode had a small radius of



eurvature. If this electrode was made the anode,

the counter had a more satisfactory mode of

operation*

The next development in this subject was the
(28)

publication in 1939 of a paper by Stuber 9 a

pupil of Greinacher, on "The Working Conditions of

Spark Counters." In this article Stuber described

the mode of action of a spark counter in air, one

electrode of which was a metal sphere and the other

a metal plate. As in the case of Greinacher's

counters a high resistance was placed in series with

the electrode gap and across this resistance, a

condenser was inserted. It is recorded in this

work, that Greinacher, employing a needle point and

metal plate had found difficulty in obtaining

reproducible conditions as the points were readily

destroyed by the sparks. This fact prompted Stuber

to employ a sphere instead of a needle, as the

positive eleetroae.

In Stuber*s experiments, it was found necessary

to pass a number of sparks betv?een the electrodes

before taking measurements, in order to produce an

electrode surface capable of giving reproducible

results. It was shown that the results obtained

varied widely depending on the smoothness of the

electrode surfaces, and sparking appeared to remove

the last traces of roughness. The treatment and

condition of the electrode surfaces were found by

stuber to be critical to such an extent that he
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stated "Since the surface conditions play a large

part, it is also understood why different results

are produced with seemingly similar electrodes of

the same materials*" A very thorough investigation

of the effect of a change of electrode material on

the counting properties indicated that the

performance depended more on the treatment and the

degree of smoothness attained than on the precise

nature of the materials used.

The performance of Stuber's counters,

although indicating that cA. , p and Y nays

were counted as well as Ultra Violet photons, can

only "be considered poor and unsuitable for

quantitative work on radioactivity. The consider:

-ations prompting this remark are as follows

(1) Ho "Plateau" region in the counting character¬

istic appeared for any of the radiations mentioned,

the counting rate rising steeply with applied

voltage.

(2) The sensitive region was shown to be a

truncated cone reaching from anode to cathode.

The width of the cone presented to the incident

radiation is therefore tapering towards the anode

and quantitative measurements are rendered awkward

by the necessity of measuring the sens&ive

region for each investigation.

(2) The width of the sensitive region increases with
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voltage, giving different sensitive volumes for the

different ionising radiations, the less powerful

ionising rays having a higher counting threshold

voltage, as is to he expected,

(4) Only with the greatest difficulty can two

apparently exactly similar counters he made to

exhibit the same performance, due to the extreme

dependence on surface conditions,

(29)
In 1944 Jeanguenin employed Greinacher*s

water counter for the determination of the photo¬

electric properties of various liquids and

solutions. In thi3 investigation, a jet of liquid

moving vertically downwards, passed near a needle

shaped platinum electrode, (the anode). On

irradiation of the jet by Ultra Violet light, the

photoeleetrons produee spark discharges. While

primarily engaged in the observation of photoelectric
1

effects, Jeanguenin also investigated the counting

properties of this arrangement. It was found that

for an irradiation of known quality and constant

intensity, the counting rate - voltage characterist¬

ic was effectively a continuously rising straight

line and that "natural discharges" increased slowly

in number from the threshold voltage in a linear

fashion, until, after an overvoltago of some 200

volts had been reached, a very marked rise in the
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"natural" counts was observed, The resolving time

of the arrangement used was about 0,03 second, and

with a constant source of irradiation, the number of

counts per second fell off rapidly as the quench

circuit condenser was increased in value. The

voltage impulse, on discharge taking place, also

varied with the value of this condenser. The

extraction of photoeleetrons from the cathode, that

is, the liquid jet, was described as the process

initiating the discharge, the counting rate

increasing with voltage as more electrons were

collected "by the increasing sensitive volume.
(30)

Frey, in 1946 published the results of his

work using a snark counter similar to that employed
(28)

"by Stuber , It was confirmed that no plateau

region existed in the counting characteristic for

this type of counter, and that for consistent

results, the electrodes required careful polishing.

The counter must spark for some time prior to use,

the passage of between ten and twenty thousand

sparks being recommended. It was noted that

"natural counts" are present even at the counting

threshold of voltage and that the "natural counts11

increased in frequency with applied voltage. These

"natural" sparks were not a random effect but

appeared to take place in groups of two or more.
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There are two significant points in this paper,
'

firstly, by perforating one electrode of the

counter by means of a circular hole in the direction

of the axis of symmetry, and allowing particles

to enter only the central region of the gap via this

"channel," a plateau was obtained in the counting

characteristic. This plateau region extended for
.

about 1C00 volts. The second point of interest is

that, \mlike Greinacher, who attributes the counting

action to a reduction in the sparking potential on

the arrival of an ionising particle or ray, Frey

attributes the action te a reduction, in the spark

delay, asserting that the geometrical arrangements

of the system, sphere - sphere or sphere - plane,

.are such as to cause an abnormally long spark delay

when the gap is suitably overvolted. The arrival of

an ionising particle, in this interpretation,

reduces this delay and a spark occurs.
.

The mechanism postulated by Greinacher is
(19)

unlikely when the work of White, as outlined above,

is considered. It is well known that electrode gaps

having a small sensitive volume are liable to possess

large spark delays, if not irradiated by Ultra

Violet light; thus, while Frey offers no clue to

the mechanism of breakdown, the consideration he

gives is not at variance with observed facts. Ilis

interpretation does imply that sparks will pass in
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the absence of an ionising radiation, for the

"sparking potential" or a voltage greater than this

is impressed on the counter, hence the significance
(28)

of the "Tfetural" counts# In Stater's work with

alpha partieles it is clear that he regards ionisat-

ion taking place in the electrode gap as being the

initial ionising event leading to spark breakdown.

If such spark counters are examined it will be

seen that the more heavily ionising particles

producing columnar ionisation in the gas between

electrodes across which a high potential difference

is impressed, generate sufficient electrons to

produce an avalanche of sparking magnitude at a

voltage below that needed for single electrons.

With gamma rays and Ultra Violet photons, electrons

will be emitted from the cathode. It is unlikely

that individual electrons as liberated will produce

spark breakdown unless the applied voltage is such

as to be very close to the conventionally observed

spark potential, particularly as this latter quantity

is obtained while irradiating the gap with Ultra

Violet light. In consequence any counting results

obtained with these weaker ionising rays are liable

to serious error unless purely comparative measure¬

ments are made, as in the case of Jeanquenin. Frey

defines his sparking potential for each radiation

used as the voltage at which sparking Just commences
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on irradiating the counter* Hence his interpretation
*

of the cause of the gap breakdown as being due to a

reduction in the spark delay tire.

The work outlined above was carried out by

Greinacher and his students at Berne, and represents

the limit of their advance. The next phase of the

work was carried out in Princeton University by

Chang and Rosenblum.
(SI)

In 1945 a paper appeared in which the first

spark counter capable of being used quantitatively

was described. In this new design, a fine tungsten

wire about 0.2 mm. in diameter was stretched in

front of, but insulated from a smooth flat brass

plate, the separation between the wire and plate

being about 1.5 ram. The counter operated in air at

atmospheric pressure with the wire acting as the

anode and the plate as cathode. A condenser of

capacity 50 to 500 cms. was placed across the gap
6 7 8

and a high value quench resister of 10 t 10 or 10

ohms, could be arranged in series with the gap. With

applied voltages of about 5000 volts, the gap broke

down, giving visible and audible sparks when a

Radio-active source was brought within its alpha

particle range of the counter. Such an arrangement

was found to be insensitive to strong or (C
sources. The size of the voltage pulse created by

the spark discharge was found by Rosenblum to be of
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the order of 50 volts, the actual value being a

function of the total capacity presented across the

gap. By tapping off a small fraction of this surge,

about one hundredth, and applying it to the grid of

either a single power amplifying valve or a multi¬

vibrator circuit, a Cenco mechanical recorder could

be activated, which would register each breakdown of

the gap.

She background observed with this type of count¬

er was small, being about one count in three minutes

if the counter was operating at a voltage less than

100 volts above its counting threshold., but the back¬

ground could increase up to five count© per minute

as the working voltage was increased. A "Plateau"

of about 100 volts in the "Counting Hate - Applied

Voltage" graph is mentioned in the paper, although

no curves were published of this important character¬

istic of the instrument. Furthermore it was estimated

that the sensitive region about the wire was eompar-

able with the diameter of the wire.

Having described the counter construction and

given some of its properties, Chang and Hosenblum

proceeded to describe their construction of a mult¬

iple counter, being a tray of such counters arranged

close together with a common plate as the cathode.

This multiple arrangement of eight tungsten wires,

having a lateral separation of 5 mm, and a single

large plate was used on this occasion to map out
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the energy distribution of Polonium alpha particles#

semi-elreular focusing using a large magnet being

the method employed* The advantages of having

several counters operating simultaneously in such an

alpha ray spectrograph are self evident# especially

as all the wires could be adjusted to work at

approximately the same potential by changing their

relative distances from the plate. It was found,#

however, that, when one wire was recording an incom¬

ing alpha particle by sparking to the plate, all the

other wires produced a sumultaneous discharge,

although the alpha particle initiating the discharge

in the first wire, had not passed chrough the sensit¬

ive region of any other counter. This trouble was

eliminated by erecting Aluminium v/alls betY/een the

adjacent wires. A box of plexiglas enclosed the

system of counters, and a window of thin mica, of

stopping power about 1 cm. of air equivalent, pro¬

vided a means of entry for the alpha particles* A

system of parallel brass reds served as the

necessary arrangement of slits which constrained the

alpha particles to pass near the anode wire, the

direction of incidence being that of the plane normal

to the plate and containing the anode. The mica

window permitted the spectrograph to be highly

evacuated while the pressure of air in the counter

chamber remained atmospheric .
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From the above summary of this work, it will he

seen that this design of spark counter is far

superior to those* developed "by the Swiss School,

Such obvious advantages as a plateau in the counting

characteristic, low background counting rate,

sensitivity along the whole length of the anode wire*

the recording of one type of ionising radiation only,

the simplicity of construction and the adaptability

of the instrument, coupled to the fact that the

counter is in a form suitable for quantitative

measurements, make it clear that a new avenue of

approach in Spark Counter Technique has been opened

up.

It was with this development in mind, together

with the observation that most of the properties

of the counter were still unpublished, if not

unknown, which 3 ed to the commencement of the work

to be described below, the declared intention being

the / "Development of a Rosehblua IJype of Spark

Counter for the Accurate Determination of Alpha

particle Ranges,"
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TIIE PAY lOBA-fiT OF THE ROSEFBIIM COUNTER.

CHAPTER I,

Equipment #inn—i»T|i ii <fc»n ii— ii—

Before commencing this study, it was realised

that a staMLised High Voltage power supply and some

type of Scaling Unit, would he necessary. After-

reviewing the various possibilities in the field of

High Voltage supplies, it was decided, that as 4000

volts w^s the anticipated maximum required, a power

supply incorporating a modified form of the Gingrieh-
(32) (33)

Evans stabiliser would 1>e suitable. The

Evans circuit was not originally intended to operate

at voltages as high as 4000 volts hut employing the

circuit of Fig. 1, stability characteristics similar

to those normally found at lower voltages can he

obtained up to about £ KV. Fig. 2 shows typical

examples of the characteristics obtained in which

the stabiliser controls (the tiro variable potentio¬

meters of Fig. 1) are adjusted tc give the required

value of the output voltage, this voltage remaining

constant while the input mains voltage is varied by

several percent by means of a Variac transformer.

Similar curves are then obtainable for several

output voltages by varying the potentiometer across

the neon tube (Fig. 1) alone . In this way, having

arrived at a stable output voltage, the output can be
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varied "by - 500 volts about this value without loss

of stabilising action. The necessity of completely

resetting the stabiliser controls is thus obviated.

When actually in operation, the power pack was

fed from the output of a Foster Constmat Voltage

transformer connected to the Town Mains# When

constantly changing outputs as are required in the

investigation of Countlag Hate dependence on

Voltage were used, the stability controls were employ**

ed more as convenient controls of the output voltage

than as parameters affecting the stability. With

this arrangement no difficulty was encountered due to

unsteady output voltages once the circuits had

warmed up and settled down,a process requiring fifteen

to twenty minutes on the average. With this High

Voltage supply much of the early work was performed*

later a commercial power supply producing a stabilis¬

ing output up to 4KV became available and this was

also used.

As for a Scaling unit, a circuit was obtained

from Telecommunications Research Establishment

(T.R ,B.), of a "Scale of 100" unit which was then in

course of production commercially. On the principles

contained in this blue print a "Scale of 8" was con¬

structed ??hich proved satisfactory over a long period

of constant use. The circuit constructed is given

in Fig. 3. The input stage is somewhat insensitive
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as far as pulse amplitudes are concerned, so, for

some purposes, as for example, the recording of

Geiger counter pulses, a one valve amplifier is

incorporated before the first scaling circuit.

For the recording of Spark counter impulses the

amplifier is not required,as will be described later.

The input resolving time of the sealer as a

function of pulse size found directly by-

feeding into the scaler two pulses having a variable

time interval between their leading edges and noting

the value of this time interval which ^ust enables

the scaler to record the two pulses separately, A

free running multivibrator supplied the pulses, and

a waveform generator of R.A.F. pattern (type 54X1)

was used to provide a pulse locked to the initiating

pulse and appearing later in time by a controlable

amount. These pulses were differentiated in a

circuit having a time constant of 15 micro-seconds

and for negative pulses of this width the resolving

time lay between 16 and 18 micro-seconds, the

amplitudes ranging from 30 to 60 volts. As the

pulse size decreased, the resolving time increased,

being about 26 micro-seconds at 15 volts. Likewise,

as the pulse size increased above 60 volts, the

resolving time increased, being 26 micro-seconds

at 70 volts.
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With power supply and scaler built, attention

was turned to the electrodes themselves, and the way

in which they could be mounted.

In order to be able to vary the electrode gap

easily and to make quick changes of the electrodes

themselves, two electrode carriages were built, the

first being made of ebonite and the second brass.

Fig, 4 is a photograph of the latter. Its essential

features consist of two ebonite blocks on which the

anode and cathode can be mounted, the lower block

being fixed to the vertical brass plate, while the

upper can slide up and down this brass plate in a

earefully milled dovetail groove, thus avoiding any

side play. An accurate serev? moves the upper block

in the vertical plane against the eontroling action

of two springs, one at each side of the moveable

block. The screw is provided with a divided head

which makes possible the accurate positioning of the

upper block with respect to the lower. It is arrang¬

ed thai the opposite faces of the two blocks will be

always parallel. Fig, 4 shows an eleetrode arrange:

-raent, which will be described later, mounted in

position. As the actual method of mounting the

electrodesvaried some?;hat, depending on the experiment

-si arrangements, the design of these parts will be

dealt with under the appropriate headings below.

It can be said here, however, that the alpha
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particles were constrained to enter only the central
*

region of the counter, "by placing a vertical slit

between the source and the electrodes. In this way,

end and edge effects were eliminated, as will "be

made clearer later. The ebonite carriage was of

similar, although less massive, construction.

The alpha particle source employed generally

in this investigation was the Active Deposit of

Thorium, which was collected from a dry emanating

Radio-thorium source. The head of an 8 B.A. brass

screw was filed flat and polished and the screw thus

prepared was used as the collecting instrument. The

Radio-thorium was placed on a small platinum tray at

the bottom of a cylindrical brass tube, about l£

inelios long, and a plug of obonite, which fits this

tube, elosos the open end, A brass rod runs through

the centre of the ebonite plug in a vertical direct¬

ion, and is tapped to take an 8 B.A. screw at its

lower end. In this way the 8.B.A. screw, prepared as

above could be screwed into the brass rod to fit flush

against the loser flat surface of the ebonite plug

as shown in Fig. 5. By connect lug the brass rod,

and hence the screw, to a convenient voltage

(B.C. 4 S30 volts) with respect to the cylinder,

collection of Thorium A is achieved on the exposed

surface of the screw head, or "button." The

observation that these brass buttons would collect

Thorium A with the button positive or negative with

respect to the cylinder, was made durina the noiMwsn.
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of this work, but as a description of the effect is

out of place here, the relevant details will be given

in the Addendum to this Thesis.

As emanation from the radio-active material is

assisted by an adequate quantity of water "uapour in

the air in the collecting chamber, a side tube con:

-taining a solution of Calcium Chloride, (not shovm,

in Fig. 5) is connected to the main cylinder.

With the apparatus described above and such

additional equipment as shall be described in the

text, the work commenced with a study of the

Symmetrical Type of wire counter.
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cnajTER n.

TILE SYMMETRICAL C QUITTER.

It was considered that, as a fine wire and a

plate had "been found successful "by Rosenblum and
(31)

Chang, t?/o fine wires, suitably spaced and with

an appropriate voltage across them, should give

exactly similar electrostatic fields, and in conse¬

quence, similar counting characteristics. To test

this, a small counter was built in which each elect¬

rode consisted of a Tungsten wire 0.05 mi, in

diameter, pulled taut over two glass rods projecting

from a block: of ebonite. Each rod had a scratch

across the end to act as a retaining groove for the

fine wire, which was secured and kept taut by frictiai

between nuts and screws sunk in the sides of the

ebonite blocks. The two wires were placed parallel

to each other and separated by a distance of about

1 mm. The counter was operated in air at atmospheric

pressure. The quench circuit employed was a one

megohm resistor rith a condenser of two micro-

microfarads across it, placed in series with the

electrode gap as shown in Fig. 6,

Contrary to expectations, it was foxrnd that

such an arrangement, although it would register

alpha particles with visible and audible sparks,

possessed no plateau, the counting rate against
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voltage graph rising continuously and steeply, and

even then, a region of only 20 volts was available for

counting "before the counter went into continuous

discharge. If we define "Eatural Sparking Potential"

as that voltage at which sparks would begin to appear

in the absenee of a source then (Vs - VQ) was equal
to 20 volts, where VD is the counting threshold

(28)
voltage. Employing the nomenclature of Stuber

we designate this working region (Vs - VQ) by the

symbol , On bringing a source within alpha

particle range of this counter there was a strong

tendency for the spark discharge to become contin¬

uous and this discharge continued after the

removal of the source.

Several values of quench circuit components

were tried without improving to any great extent

the conditions described above, 8GM.£- with 5 P.F.

across it having a similar performance to 1M PL and

2 P.F.

The direction of incidence of the alpha

particles was normal to the plane containing the

axes of the two electrode wires, that is, the

ionising particles came from a "Broadside" position

into the electrode gap. If a microammeter is

included in series with the quench circuit in this

arrangement, the quiescent current with 4000 volts

applied to the wires was too small to be registered.
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but on bringing a source into the neighbourhood of

the counter so as to cause sparking, the average

current flowing rose to ten or twenty mieroamps.

Thus from this preliminary experiment it was

learned that although the field between the electrodes

was high enough for sparking, and the shape of the

field presumably similar to the Rosenblum field,

these conditions, although necessary, were not

sufficient to produce the Rosenblum characteristics

of operation. It was, however, noted, that only

alpha particles were registered by the counter, and

neither Beta nor Gamma rays excited the discharge.

As Stuber had described arrangements whereby

he obtained large values of using a sphere and

a plate as a counter, an attempt was made to improve

matters by employing pairs of thicker wires, support¬

ed by the ebonite and brass carriages described in

Chapter I. Wire electrodes were clamped as shown in

Fig. 7 to the tops of the ebonite blocks of the

carriages, so that the wires were parallel to one

another. By means of the calibrated screw the

electrode spacing could be altered at will, the

term "Spacing" or "Cap" being defined as the shortest

distance between the electrode surfaced Prior to

mounting, the wires were emeried with fine (3/o)

emery cloth, polished with domestic metal polish

and finally washed with chloroform and then alcohol.
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Measurements of taken with freshly cleaned

electrodes, or electrodes which had "been subjected

to onl;y short periods of sparking usually gave

larger values. Continued sparking for some minutes

"brought Z^ down to a constant reproducible value,
which has been observed to remain substantially

constant over periods of the order of three days.

About 5,000 sparks were found to be required in the

initial conditioning process, the effective electrode

gap being about 2 cm. long.

Thus Z^ does not depend on the total number
of sparks passing across the gap once the initial

conditioning process has been completed. It was also

found that was independent of source strength

within fairly v;ide limits.

A series of experiments was undertaken to

determine as a function of spacing for various

electrodes. Slectrodes of Copper, Brass, Iron and

Platinum were employed; the results foi Copper

electrodes 0.69 mm. in diameter and those for

Brass electrodes 0.875 mm. in diameter are shown

in Fig. 8, it being understood that both anode and

cathode have the same diameter and are of the same

material in any given arrangement, and that the

electrodes have been polished and subjected to the

conditioning process before observations are taken.

It was observed that the value of varied
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somewhat with the electrode material, Platinum
i

electrodes giving the largest values, a result in
(28)

agreement with the findings of Stuber, hut the

general quasi-linear dependence of 2on spacing

exemplified in Fig* 8 was found to hold for all the

metals investigated*

Ho data of any value could he obtained from

electrodes consisting of unpolished wires as the

graphs given in Fig* 9 indicate. Here, crosses

denote values of obtained as a function of

spacing for untreated Platinum electrodes 0,3 mm.

in diameter, while circles give the corresponding

values of ZA after the same electrodes had been

thoroughly polished and sparks passed for a few

minutes prior to the readings being taken. It

therefore seems likely that irregularities in the

electrode surfaces favour the passage of a spark in

the absence of a source at voltage lower than that

normally obtained for smooth highly polished metal

surfaces, thus reducing 2^ • It is suggested that
the passage of sparks in the conditioning process

removes small irregularities in the surfaces so that

after some minutes of sparking, a more completely

smooth surface is created. These sparks will

accelerate the oxidation of metals capable of being

oxidised, for example, copper and brass, and this

may explain why 2^ in the case of these two metals
is observed to fall by about 10^ during the initial
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sparking process, while Platinum electrodes exhibit

an increase in 2^ on sparking, this latter variation

being the one normally to be expected.

Unfortunately 2^ being only about V30fch of

the working voltage or even less, great accuracy in

its determination is not possible, particularly when

one bears in mind the fact that the electrode gap

is not irradiated with Ultra Violet light during the

determination of Vs,
Fig. 10 siuws a typical counting: characteristic

for a sjanmetrical counter, the last point in the

curve being taken for a voltage ^ust below that

which causes the counter to discharge continuously,

Uo indication of any plateau is to be seen. The

background in the absence of an alpha emitting

contamination was very small indeed and it was

noticed that the Counting rate depended on the

source - counter distance, indicating thereby a

dependence on the specific ionisation of the alpha

particle in the sensitive region of the counter.

While sparking in the presence of a source the

sparks are observed to pass across the electrode gap

discretely and to be randomly distributed along the

wire, when it was observed that counts were occurr¬

ing other than singly or appearing to be localised

at any point in the gap, the counter was declared

unserviceable and the electrod.es changed and
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realligned.

In most of the investigations relating to the

symmetrical counter, the quench circuit employed was

an 80 M -«• resistor and a 5 P.F. condenser as mentioned

above. To obtain suitable voltage pulses for record¬

ing sparks, the quench resistor v/as tapped, producing

a potentiometer arrangement whereby part of the total

voltage surge appearing across the quench cissuit

could be used to trigger the scaler.

It was thought that an important parameter in

determining the magnitude of would be the

diameter of the electrode wires, so an investigation

was made of this dependence, and the graphed results

are shown in Fig. 11, The point for electrode

diameter s 0.05 mm. refers to the tungsten wires

described above, all the other points refer to

Copper electrodes. From this graph we see that Z^

increases v/ith electrode diameter reaching a flat

maximum about a diameter of 0.45 mm. and thereafter

decreases slowly as the diameter of the electrodes

increases to about 1 mm.

Figs'. 8, 10 and 11 indicate that the

Symmetrical arrangement in air is of little practical

importance, since it is unlikely that Z ^ will

increase for electrodes having diameters greater

than 1 mm. and spacings comparable v/ith the diameter.

For this reason the investigation continued
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considering only Asymmetric arrangements, meaning

thereby, counters in which one electrode was of

smaller diameter than the other. These arrangements

showed good counting properties as will "be described

later.
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CHAPTBR III.

t::t asymmetric court .sr.

1, The Quench Circuit and Voltage Pulse

In this type of counter the anode consists of a

fine wire, and the Rosenblum Hire-Plate arrangement

has "been shown to he a special case of a more general

type of counter in which the cathode may he convex,

planar or concave with respect to the anode. These

spark counters were operated in air at atmospheric

pressure unless specifically stated otherwise.

Counters employing the three designs of cathode

produced somewhat similar counting properties.

The counter carriages were slightly modified

from the earlier arrangement to provide facilities

for mounting the fine anode wire hy means of glass

rods of small diameter as described in Chapter 2.

The anode, being a fine wire, requires to he stretch¬

ed across the ends of the glass rods, under tension

so that between the glass rods it can he maintained

in the form of a straight line. Tungsten is a suit¬

able material from this point of view and much work

has been done employing such a wire 0.05 run. in

diameter as the anode.

The cathodes, being either wires of larger

diameter than the anode, plates or hollow cylinders

representing convex, planar or concave geometries

respectively v/ith regard to the anode, were secured
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by clamping the appropriately shaped pieces of
•

metal to the second ebonite block. In the first

tv/o cases the anode and cathode were aligned by-

screwing the electrodes together and adjusting then

•until the tungsten wire lay- evenly along the cathode

surface in a symmetrical fashion. By means of the

screw the gap could then be set at any desired value,

the parallelism between the electrodes being main-
-

tained by the carriage. In the case of the hollow

cylinder the anode wire passed centrally down the

cylinder and a slit or window was provided to permit

entry of the alpha particles from a direction normal

to the axis of symmetry. It is clearly of importance

to have the electrode separation uniform along the

entire length of the anode wire, for the counter will

tend to spark preferentially at points possessing

the minimum spacing. From this point of view also,

the anode wire must be maintained taut.

The cathode is connected directly to the

negative power supply output while between anode

and earth is connected the quench circuit, consisting

of a high resistance and a parallel capacity.

Typical values of these components found suitable

are 5M and 10 P.F. respectively giving a time

constant of 50 microseconds. The quench circuit

serves two purposes. Hot only does it extinguish

the discharge, the parallel capacity charging up
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negatively on the discharge occuring and the

resistance assisting the reduction of the gap

potential difference by virtue of the voltage drop

across it when the current pulse occurs, hut by

constructing a resistance-capacity potentiometer as

shown in Fig# 12 (a) an appropriate fraction of

the voltage impulse developed across the whole

quench circuit on discharge taking place can he

tapped off and either used to activate a scaler or

he displayed on the time haso of a'Cathode Bay

Oscillograph. With sharp pulses, such as are

observed from spark counters a resistance potentio¬

meter is insufficient to deliver a calculable

fraction of the voltage impulse, as the voltage is

divided not so much in the ratio of the resistances

as in the ratio of the associated capacitative

impedances. By the use of a Resistance-Capacity

potentiometer calculable fractions of the voltage

impulse can he tapped off# It has been shown by

experiment that, within the accuracy attainable,

the total voltage appearing across the electrode

gap is developed across the quench circuit when a

spark occurs. The accuracy of this measurement is

limited by the accuracy with which the condenser

values employed can he determined. The experiment

can he quite simply performed by measuring the pulse

size on a calibrated Cathode Ray Tube, giving the
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voltage output from the potentiometer. By multiply¬

ing this "by the potentiometer ratio it was found

that the voltage developed across the total quench

circuit was equal to that appearing across the gap

prior to discharge talcing place, within an estimated

accuracy of tl5jS.
For the circuit of Fig. 12(a) Table 1 gives the

ratio of the voltage pul3e to counter voltage while

Table 2 gives the apparent values obtained for this

ratio using a resistance potentiometer alone

(Fig. 12(b)) on the assumption that the voltage

impulse supplied to the Cathode Ray Tube is that

determined by the resistances, namely 1/51st of the

total voltage developed across the total quench

circuit. The discrepancy caused by ignoring the

stray capacities etc. in the second ease is seen

at once.

TABLE I

Cathode diameter 0.9 mm.

Volt""" *"ross Cap

Spacity: 1 mm.

se Yi
Zs

3630 3570

3400

3220

• 98

1.02

1*00

3330

3200

Cathode diameter 4.73 mm. Spacing 1 mm.

3300

3120

2900

2780

3400

3060

2890
2550

1* 03

0.98

0*99

0*92
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I
TABLE II.

Cathode Spacing Gap Volt¬ Voltage Vi
Diameter age (V,r) Impulse (Vi) YE

0*45 0.75 2990 1360 • 46

0.45 0»75 3140 1360 • 43

4*73 0.75 £500 1620 • 65

4.73 0.75 2700 1700 • 63

4.73 0*75 2830 1870 •66

4«73 0*75 3040 2040 •67

4.73 0.75 3140 2040 • 65

0»9 0»75 2600 1700 •65

0.9 0.75 2850 1785 • 63

0*9 0«75 3050 1870 •61

0« 9 0*75 3150 1955 •62

0*9 0*5 2375 1445 •58

It will now be elear why previous workers
(29)

observed the value of their single quench eondenser

to determine so markedly the voltage impulse fed out
(29)

to the recording apparatus. Jeanguerin fed his

recording amplifier from the secondary of an iron
(28)

cored transformer, as did also Stuber, the primary

of which was in series with the gap and the quench

circuit, hi consequence the transformer would produce

a pulse, albeit greatly distorted, whose size was

largely determined by the complex impedances present.
(01)

Rosenblum finds a voltage surge of 50 volts on

discharge but does not indicate the method employed
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in the measurement thereof.

The value of the voltage impulse on the passage
}

of a spark as given in Table 1 is that expected from

the known behaviour of sparks. While a spark is

actually passing the voltage across the gap has been

previously found to be about 100 volts per em. of gap

length, in addition to the anode and cathode fall of

potential. Thus in gaps of the order of 1 mm. the

expected spark fall of potential across the gap is of

the order of 50 volts in all, leaving all but 1 or 2$>

of the gap voltage to be developed across the quench

circuit.

The leading edge of the voltage pulse produced

by the passage of a spark, as observed by the quench

circuit and Cathode Ray Oscillograph described above,
-*7

is very sharp, less than lcT second, which is the

limit of observation on the Cathode Ray Tube employed.

The recovery time is largely determined by the quench

circuit time constant together with associated stray

capacities. Investigations with a triggered oscillo¬

scope have shown that immediately following the sharp

leading edge there is a damped High Frequency oscill¬

ation, closely resembling a ringing oscillation. This

oscillation is of small amplitude and dies away in

about 1 micro-second, provided the quench circuit is

attached directly to the counter anode with the

shortest possible length of lead, but if this pre¬

caution is not observed, the oscillation can last for

severs,! microseconds and be of such amplitude as to
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cause "double counts" in a sensitive scaler. The

sharpness of the leading edge, corresponding to the

time of formation of the spark is in accordance with
(34) (35)(36)

the published work on Formation Times .

2. The Counting Characteristic,

From the geometrical details given above it will

be seen that alpha particles can approach the counter

gap from two principal directions, these being the

"Broadside" position, in which the alpha particles

approach in the direction of the perpendicular to the

plane containing the axes of the two electrodes, and

pass between the electrodes, and the 'kind-Qti" position

in which the alpha particles approach the gap in the

direction of the plane containing the axes of the

anode and cathode. This description applies to wire

and plate cathodes. For hollow cylindrical cathodes

in which the anOde passes centrally down the axis of
/

the cylinder, only one principal direction can be

Specified, namely, the "End-C&i" position in which the

alpha particles pass through a slit in the cathode int

the sensitive volume in the direction of the normal

to the axis of symmetry. Fig, IS gives diagrammatic-

ally, side views of the positions referred to above.
Broadside and Fnd-On counting characteristics ,

namely the graphs of counting rate plotted against
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applied voltage, measured at the output of the power

supply, are shown in Fig. 14, the two curves present¬

ed "being taken with the same counter and normalised

to a constant source-to-counter geometry* due

correction "being applied for the decay of the source

with time. The counter employed had an anode con¬

sisting of a Tungsten wire 0*05 mm. in diameter and

a cathode of copper wire of diameter 0*9 mm., the

spacing "being 075 mm. In this work, it has been

found advisable to pass 5,000 to 10,000 sparks after

cleaning the electrodes as described in the previous

chapter. If this precaution is omitted, the counting

rates obtained initially are found to be severs,! per

cent too low, using copper cathodes. The counter

operated in air at 76*7 cm. of mercury pressure, the

source of alpha particles being a button having a

coating of Thorium Active Deposit, as described in

Chapter 1, placed 7*9 em. from the anode wire in each

case. In this way only the ThC* alpha particles

could reach the counter, the ThC <*. particles

having too short a range to cause any effect. At no

time has it been found possible to record with a

spark counter of the types to be described in this

paper, Beta rays or Gamma rays from these sources up

to 10 millieuries in activity. Furthermore, alpha

particles having ranges too short to reach the

counter gap produee no effect, ssraaxalthough the
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alpha rays are producing intense ionisation only a

few millimetres away from the electrode gap.

The Broadside curve is not typical of any other

type of counter. After a rapid rise from the counting

threshold the curve passes through a sharp maximum,

marked TB* in Fig, 14, subsequently falling to a

minimum value. The counting rate thereafter increases

to a flat maximum (point on Fig, 14) as the

applied voltage is increased, About the point fA*#

the curve exhibits a useable region of some three or
'

four hundred volts in which the dependence of counting

rate on voltage is small. In general, it is found

that the voltage at which the flat maximum occurs is

greater, the larger the cathode diameter. Also as the

electrode spacing is increased, the flat maximum

occurs at higher voltages.

To illustrate these points Fig, 15 shows the

Broadside characteristic for a wire-plate, that is,

the original Rosenblum configuration, drawn together

with the eurve obtained from a counter having a wire

cathode of diameter 0*86 mm, the anodes being

Tungsten wire 0*05 mm. in diameter, both cathodes

being made of copper with a spacing of 0*75 mm, in

both eases. The source strengths were different,

so no inference should be made with respect to the

relative counting rates. Fig, 16 shows two Broadside

curves taken with the same source and the same counter
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for different values of the spacing.

The shape of the "End Qnr: characteristic pres¬

ents a very different appearance. After a more

gradual rise than that found for the first position,

the counting rate passes through a small peak and

thereafter enters a long plateau region, which can

extend for 1,000 volts or more, the graph shown ceas¬

ing at the upper limit of the power supply. Fig. 17

is a graph showing this characteristic for two values

of the spacing, namely 0»9 and 0*75 mm, the copper

cathode in this ease being 4*73 mm. in diameter.

It will be observed from Fig. 18 (a) and (b)

that the counting eharaeteristic for the wire-plate

arrangement and that obtained for the hollow cylinder

type of cathode are similar to those displayed in

Figs. 14 and 17. Fig. 18(a) gives the End-On

characteristic for a wire-plate arrangement having

a spacing of 1 mm. while Fig. 18(b) shows that obtain¬

ed for a hollow cathode of internal diameter 2*07 mm.,
••• f

the diameter of the anode being that customarily

employed, namely 0*05 mm.

A close examination of a number of "ithd-Oti"

curves for wire eathodes similar to those shown in

Figs. 14 and 17 has shown that the plateau is not

strictly flat but falls by about one or two per cent

over the entire plateau region. In this way it is

seen to resemble the eurves of Fig. 18, but in a less

marked fashion.
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In addition to the wire—plate and the hollow

cathode arrangements, wire cathode counters have

"been investigated for cathode diameters ranging

from 4*7 mm# to 0*4 mm, using several different

materials with spacings ranging from 0*5 mm, to

1,25 mm. The graphs given in Figs, 14 to 17 are

considered typical of this form of spark counter in

air. The significance of these characteristics

will not "be discussed at this stage but will be

postponed until a later paragraph when more of the

factors influencing the shape and character of the

curves will have been described,

31► The Glow Discharge,

If a mieroammeter is incorporated in series with

the quench circuit some information can be obtained

as to the current passing between the electrodes in

the quiescent, that is, non sparking state, It is

observed that, in the absence of a source, with the

counter in air at atmospheric pressure having any one

of the three types of cathode described above, as the

voltage applied is raised above that corresponding to
'

.

the counting threshold, a corona discharge occurs

round the anode wire. The corona occurs first in the

centre of the straight portion of the anode wire,

but rapidly covers all this portion which faces the

cathode, the discharge increasing in intensity as the

applied voltage is raised or the spacing reduced.
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iTlth counter wires approximately 2 em. in length,

the corona was first observed in a darkened room when

the current registered by the ammeter was of the
cr "7

order of 5. to amps. The quiescent current rapidly

increased with applied voltage,until,with a spacing

of the order of 1 mm. and 4,000 volts applied from

the power pack,the quiescent current reached a value

between 100 and 200 microaxaps, depending on the

cathode geometry. To the eye, the glow is not at all

diffuse, appearing as it does as a fine line of light,

somewhat thicker and more intense in the direction of

the cathode and extremely faint, if not actually

invisible on the side of the anode away from the

cathode. Fig. 19 is a photograph taken of this

corona discharge in a dark room. It would appear

that this corona is an essential attribute of the

Rosenblum type of spark counter operating in air.

It is primarily this discharge which produces the

shape and length of the counting characteristics

as will be described more fully later.

The visible corona extends about 0.01 mm. into

the gap from the surface of the anode in the direct¬

ion of the shortest path between anode and cathode.

At other points in the anode surface the apparent

"thickness" of the luminous light is less. The

boundary of the luminescence is sharply defined.

The glow possesses a sharp "off set" or extinguishing
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voltage and a higher but somewhat variable "on set"

voltage, this being a common effect noticed in studies
(37) (38)

on the positive point to plane corona , The

"off set" voltage has been shown to coincide with the

peak of the counting characteristic (Point B Fig, 14),

If the output from the quench circuit is fed

into an amplifier having a gain of about 1,000, before

being displayed on a Cathode Bay Tube, the voltage

fluctuations produced by the intermittent corona can

be readily observed on the tube screen. The nature of
they

these bursts has been examined and/are seen to be
(39)

very similar to those photographed by Trichel .

The fluctuations appear as soon as the self maintain¬

ing corona is established and quiescent current is

drawn. These voltage impulses are produced by the

current bursts which produce and maintain the glow,
(39).

round the anode , As the voltage is reduced to

that corresponding roughly to the trough of the

Broadside counting characteristic, the pulses increase

markedly in size, reaching a maximum at the sharp

peak of the counting curve (Point B, Fig, 14), There-t

after the pulses decrease very rapidly as the thresh¬

old of this counting curve is approached. A pronounc¬

ed "hissing" is heard in this region of abnormally

large impulses and the loudness of the sound is a

function of the amplitude of the pulses.

It is important to recognise that the voltage
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employed in plotting the counting characteristics is

that read on an Electrostatic meter placed between

the output of the stabilised power supply and earth.

As there is a resistance of the order of 5 megohms in

series with the electrode gap, a quiescent current of

100 microamps will create a drop of 500 volts across

the quench resister, so that if 4*000 volts are

applied to the counter and quench circuit* only 3*500

volts actually appear across the electrode gap. It

is therefore of interest to compare counting curves

taken against applied voltage with those obtained if

the graphs are plotted against the voltage actually

appearing across the electrode gap. Fig. 20 gives

such a comparison, showing the Broadside eharaeterist*

ic for a counter having a cathode diameter of 0.7 mm.

with a spacing of 0,9 mm. when the distance betxween

source and anode is 8 em., while Fig. 21 shows the

graph of the electrode potential difference as a

function of applied voltage for this counter. It was

observed that the region of large corona fluctuations

mentioned above extended from the voltage correspond¬

ing to the counting threshold to that corresponding

to the minimum of the Counting Rate - electrode volt¬

age curve, the "minimum" of the counting curve being

the lowest point in the counting trough following

the sharp peak.

From an examination of Fig. 20 it is found that
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the counting characteristic is not so long when relat

ed to the electrode voltages as would appear from the

figures given by the power supply meter. As far as

counting stability and reproducibility are concerned

it is principally the effect of a change in power

supply output which is of importance and here it is

seen that slight unsteadiness in the poiver supply is

not a great disadvantage, provided the counter is

operating on the flat maximum of the counting curve.

Fig, 21 makes it apparent that after corona

onset, the electrode voltage increases only slowly as

the power supply output increases, but still in an

approximately linear fashion. The slope of this

graph changes from unity below corona onset to about

0,5 above onset, thereby indicating an approxinately

linear increase in quiescent current with applied

overvoltage.

The variation of the quiescent current with

electrode voltage has been investigated for a number

of cathodes of different materials and different

diameters, the spacing being kept constant at 1 mm.

The materials employed were, aluminium, copper, brass

phosphor-bronze and nickel-silver, and a dependence

on both cathode material and diameter has been observ

ed, the former being small. In all cases the quiesc¬

ent eurrent commenced at a lower voltage the larger

the diameter of the cathode ana for a given diameter

of cathode the onset of quiescent eurrent occurred
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first for "brass, then nickel-silver, copper, aluminium

and phosphor-bronze in that order. As this enquiry

was related to the operation of the counter in air,

no attempt was made to produce for this investigation,

cathodes in a state of cleanliness or purity with

respect to surface layers, which could not be realised

under the working conditions of the counter, Ihoto-

eleetrically, the cathode surfaces were soiled, prob¬

ably having thin surface layers of polish, organic

solvents or oxide films, to say nothing of absorbed

gases,

Ho surprise will be felt, therefore, if, for a

given geometrical arrangement very little difference

is observed from metal to metal, the surface layers

being more or less uniformly contaminated.

In electrode gaps as short as those under review

at present, that is, of the order of 1 mm,, cathode

processes will be important in the formation of self-

maintaining discharges of which the corona observed

in air is one example. To produce an electron aval¬

anche capable of corona production an electron must

be present in the field of the electrodes, which will

advance to the anode, ionising as it proceeds. As the

electrode gaps in question are not irradiated by any

ionising radiation during investigations on the

quiescent current and its threshold value, a probable

mechanism for the production of the initial electron

is the break up of a negative ion from the surrounding
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air in a region of high field strength . Such a
X_

process occurs at values of ^ of the order of 90#
x "being the field intensity in volts per em. and h^

(40) '
the gas pressure in mm, of mercury . As is shown

later, in Table 5, such a value occurs in the gap

sufficiently far from the anode to enable avalanche

formation. As the avalanche proceeds photons will be

produced • In air, it is observed that a 9 volt

photon can ionise the gas, probably producing initial-
'

ly an excited or metastable molecule which subsequent¬

ly , by receiving further energy is enable to detach
(41)

an electron .Such a process in small gaps evon

With large gas pressures must be rare,

The photoelectric threshold for copper In an
■

untreated (that is, non outgassed) state is about

5.000 A corresponding to a photon of energy about
(42)

4.1 volts , Ihotons of such energy are much more

likely than those required for gas photoionisat ion.

By invoicing ohotoeleetric effects at the cathode

the initial avalanche can be followed by subsequent

avalanches, provided that the field strength is such

as to produce a sufficiently large avalanche initial¬

ly as to produce enough photons to make the extract¬

ion of 1 electron from the cathode. It has been

estimated that of the order of 10 photons are re¬

quired for each extraction of one electron from the

cathode, all the photons reaching the cathode.
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Also positive ion bombardment of the eathode

will liberate electrons ifthe energies of the ions

are sufficiently great. Such a bombardment can be

shown to produce a cathode emission of electrons such

that the resulting current is similar in its depend¬

ence on the various parameters to the photoelectric

mechanism . For ions whose ionisation potential

is greater than the work function of the metal they
(44 )(45 )

bombard it has been shown that electrons can

he extracted from the surface even when the ionic

velocity is small. There is ample evidence, of which
(46-49)

the work of Vamey is a typical example , which

proves that positive ions will not ionise the gas by

collision under fields of the order of those employed

in this investigation.

These mechanisms, together with that of electron

attachment to oxygen in the air* are active in the

gas or electrode assembly* As the voltage is increas-
avalanches increase

ed /in size and frequency and current pulses thus

increase in size, as has been observed and mentioned

above, these current pulses probably being the

aggregate of several such avalanches, until excitation

sets in to such an extent around the anode that a

steady photoelectric current is observed which is -

the average effect of the multitude cf avalanches

taking place throughout the gap, The ultra violet

light from the corona produces a greatly enhanced
cathode emission . Once the self-maintaining corona
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has "been established the current pulses, which are

the fluctuations in the current, will decrease as the

voltage is raised, as the probability of an avalanche

failing to maintain itself will he reduced. Also,

the avalanches being now so numerous , the current

will not suffer a large change if a few avalanches

fail to maintain themselves as was the case in the

pre-eorona region. Thus:as the voltage is raised the

large corona current pulses rise to a maximum corres¬

ponding to the onset of the visible corona, and there¬

after decrease. The cathode ray tube shows at higher

voltages only small fluctuations in the standing

current. As theTvoltage is raised above corona

threshold , the magnitude of the current is such as

to create large space charge distortions in the field,

thus altering the values given in Table 5.

Therefore if the cathode surfaces employed show

little variation in the corona onset potential, this

effect can be attributed to uniformity in the surface

layers active in producing the photoelectric and

other allied effects.

in this work, the threshold for corona current

appears lower for copper than for aluminium whereas

the work functions are about 4,3 and 3 volts respect¬

ively for those metals in a non-outgassed state. It

is knoivn , however, that thin films on metals have

reduced work functions in the presence of an eleet-
, (50)rostatic iield

m such a field is always present
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iri the present experiment •

For these reasons, therefore, agreement with

the work functions for the metals themselves should

not "be looked for.

On examining the thirteen curves obtained for the

various cathode materials and diameters, it is found

that on plotting quiescent current against electrode

voltage, the current thresholds for cathodes of

Copper, Brass, Nickel Silver and Aluminium of the

same diameter {0.9 mm.) lie within 100 volts around

the value of 3200 volts. The Threshold for Phosphor

bronze lies some 250 volts higher. Thus the threshol

of quiescent current lie within about Sjl of each other

with the exception of that obtained for Phosphor

Bronze.

The complete examination of this work shows that

whereas the visible corona offset coincides with the

peak of the Broadside counting characteristic obtain¬

ed with a source - anode distance of about 8 cms.,

corona avalanches persist and are detectable on a

Cathode ray tube down to a voltage corresponding

approximately to the counting threshold for this

position. The current when the corona pulses cease

to be visible on the cathode ray tube is of the order
-7

of 10 amp., but employing a sensitive meter, a dark

current can be shown to exist at lower voltages. On

comparing the counting characteristics, taken In the
Broadside position, of counters, having cathodes of
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eopper, nickel silver and aluminium, with constant

cathode diameter in the three cases, and constant

electrode spacing, it was found that although the

counting threshold varied somewhat, the general

shape of the curve was the same in each case. All

three cases produced a flat maximum counting rate of

the same value to within the experimental error, on

"being irradiated under standard conditions with a

source of alpha particles,

A simple equation relatii^ the quiescent corona

current to the electrode potential difference was

sought, an equation of the type -L- ft V being

thought likely. On plotting values of log i against

log (counter overvoltage), this latter term being

defined as electrode potential difference minus the

current threshold voltage, a series of straight lines

could be obtained, the slopes of which gave the value

of H- , but whereas some of these graphs showed the

same slope throughout for all the values of the

quiescent current observed, others indicated a

change in the value of w. as the current increased.

That such a change should occur is only to be expect¬

ed in view of the large distortions of the electric

field in the gap produced by the relatively heavy

currents flowing. Table 3 lists the values of the pow¬

er obtained from an analysis of these graphs.
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TABLE 3.

Cathode Cathode Initial Final
Material Diameter Slope Slop

Phosphor Bronze 0.91 mm 1.1

0.53 1.1 -

Lickel Silver 0.93 1.0 1.3

0.72 1.2 1.4

0.56 1.1 -

Copper (Plate 5 1.3 -

4.62 1.1 1.7

0.86 1.1 1.4

0.69 1.1 1.3

Brass 0.75 1.1 1.3

0.62 1.3 w*

0.46 1.4 -

Aluminium 0.91 1.4

Where no value of the Final Slope is given

it may "be taken that no change in the slope

of the logarithmic plot could "be detected.

Although it is recognised that the accuracy

attending most logarithmic determinations of a povjer

lav; is poor, it would seem not unreasonable to con¬

clude that a relationship of the type C - V
where H is a constant and ¥ is the counter overvoltage

can he invoked to represent the initial growth of the

quiescent current on the understanding that in all

cases the electrode spacing was 1 mm., and that in no
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case was the gap subject to any external ultra violet

illumination. This relationship was subsequently

observed to hold for spacings other than 1 nm, A

linear rower law of this type has been observed by
(38)

Kip in his studies on the positive point to plane

corona, the linear relationship becoming a higher

power law as the potential increased, producing

currents greater than about 1 microamp. This region

in which Kip worked is thus seen to be below that des¬

cribed above. Here currents of the order of mieroamps

are flowing so complete agreement as to the value of

the power is not to be sought.

To describe the current-voltage relationship

more precisely over the region investigated, an

equation of the type has been derived for

each cathode studied where the symbols ^ and Y have

the same significance as above, and A and B are

constants. Table 4 gives the values of these constant

for the empirical curves which make the best fit with

the observations.



TABLE 4.

Cathode
Material

Cathode
Diameter A# 2k

Phosphor Bronze 0.91 0. 095 0.91
4

x 10

- 0.53 0.086 0.4 tt

Lielel Silver 0.93 0.113 0.75 IT

0.78 0.077 1.33 It

$
0.56 0.099 0.6 n

Copper (Plate) 0.11 1.0 tt

4.62 0.093 0.92 n

0.86 0.115 1.5 n

0.69 0.114 1.1 it

Brass 0.75 0.119 1.6 ft

0.63 0.063 1.75 n

0.46 0.044 2.07 n

Aluminium 0.91 0*095 0.91 n

0.53 0.086 0.4 it

-4

It will "be seen that a value of A of a"bout 0.1
-4

and B of the order of 10 will enable the equation

given above to prepresent most of these curves# With

an overvoltage of 100, the second term of the express¬

ion is some 10^ of the linear term and the former

increases in importance as the overvoltage is increased,

thus producing the deviation from the approximately

linear relationship of Table 3. For small overvolt-

ages and therefore small currents, a rough verification
(38)

of Kips linear relation is obtained.
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Having obtained a quiescent current -voltage

relationship, it is of interest to consider the field

strength at various points in the electrode gap under
.

conditions where space charge distortions do not

render such computations impossible. In the case of

a wire - plate counter, having a copper plate about

1 cm. square as cathode, a tungsten anode 0.05 mm. in

diameter and a spacing of 1 mm., the visible corona

offset potential has been found to be 25d0 volts in

air at an atmospheric pressure of 75,5 cm., and it is

considered that the space charge produced by a current
-8

of the order of 10 amps, with a voltage of 2,500,

will not be such as to invalidate completely field

strength calculations made on the assumption of no

space charge effects, provided the field strengths so

obtained are regarded as correct in order of magnitude

only.

It is clear that no results of any value can be

obtained in this basis for voltages above the corona

on set potential as the currents produced are such as

to alter completely the field in the gap.

Table 5 shows the values of X,the field strength

in volts/cm., for various distances in the gap, these
distances *rT being measured from the axis of the

anode wire along the line of least electrode seoarat-
X

ion. The third column gives the value of p, where X

has the meaning defined above and Tp* is the pressure

in mm. of mercury. TtiS last value of fr» given,
4

.
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namely 0,025 mm, represents the surface of the anode

wire. The field is computed for V s 2,500 volts,

which is 20 volts lov/er than the threshold of the

large corona avalanches described above. The dark
—8

current is estimated to be of the order of 10 amp

or less (Vide Reference 38).
TABIE 5..

X
r X(volts/em)

1 mm. 11,400

0.5 15,250

0.25 26,200

0.1 60,500

0,06 98,300

0.05 117,000

0.035 166,000

0.025 232,000

Volts/cm/mn Eg pressure)

15.1

20.2

34.7

80.0

130.0

155.0

220,0

307.0

(38) (39)
According to Kip and Triehel, the form of

corona obtained with a positive point-plane arrange¬

ment is to be explained in terms of the break up of

negative ions in regions of high field in the absence

of an ionising source near the gap. Such a mechanism

has been applied to the electrode system given above.
(40)

Loeb has shown that in fields having an £ value
P

of about 90, negative ions have a probability of

break up, releasing an electron. The point at which
I ~ 1
p equals 90 in this ease is about /10th of the
electrode separation from the anode surface. B.v
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having a highly converging field a region of low field

strength is found near the cathode such as to prevent

the positive streamers formed "by the avalanche created

by the'detached electrons, from crossing the gap com¬

pletely, thus producing spark breakdown.

By similar considerations of the field between

two parallel cylinders, the field between a wire

cathode and an anode similar to that mentioned above

can be computed. For the case of a cathode 1 mm, in

diameter with an electrode separation of 1 nan, the

field strength at the anode surface nearest the

cathode can be shown to be about 340,000 volts/cm,

for an applied voltage of 3,000,

In the case of the wire-plate arrangement quoted

above, the visible corona is esrfcinguished at 2,540

volts. At this voltage the current flowing is about

2,5 microamps, and can be attributed to the pre-onset

corona streamers which cause the large voltage surges

recorded above, Such a value is of the correct order

of magnitude when Fig. 3 of reference 38 is borne in

mind. From the value of the current at onset for a
-7

wire cathode (about 5 x 10 amp) it would appear that

the onset current depends on the geometrical arrange¬

ment of the gap. The larger the area of cathode

present, the more photons will strike the cathode
and hence the number of pre-onset avalanches will

increase raising the current at onset, as is

observed.
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4. QUALITATIVE DBSCRIJTIOH OF THE COUNTING

CKARACT-jRI ST ICS .

,4

In the pre-vislble corona onset region, electron

avalanches will produce photons, probably by a reeom-

-bination process near the tip of the avalanche v/here

the positive ion and electron density is greatest, in
■

addition to direct excitation - de-excitation process¬

es, and these photons will have a probability of lib¬

erating electrons photoelectrieally from the cathode.

These electrons so produced will, in turn produce

further avalanches, and the likelihood of a second

avalanche following the first will increase with

applied voltage as has been stated. Ihotoionisaticai

will also occur in the gas but this mechanism is un¬

likely to be of ma^or importance at the voltage under

consideration. As the voltage is increased, the

avalanches increase in size and frequency and photo-

ionisation will assume greater importance, particular¬

ly as more numerous and more energetic photons will

be available. In this way, with large and frequent

avalanches occurring, streamer foundation near the

anode can be expected to occur, according to the
( 51)( 5£ )

theory postulated by Meek . ma highly-

diverging field such as is employed in the present

study, the streamer is unlikely to bridge the gap to

cause spark breakdown, as the streamer will be advan¬

cing from anode to cathode and therefore from regions

of high to low field strengths. However the electrode
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separation is snail, being usually less than 1 mm,

for the counters examined. It is therefore probable

that, infrequently, a series of fortunate Ionising

events will occur producing an avalanche of abnor¬

mally large sise. The large positive ion space

charge of the avalanche, together with the large

photon production will enable the streamer to propa¬

gate further into the gap and say actually bridge the

gap causing spark breakdown. Thus in the region where

pre onset streamers are occurring, producing relative¬

ly large current fluctuations , "natural" spark break¬

down may be expected as a rare occurrence in the case

where the gas pressure is high and the gap small. In

this sensitive transition stage, such an effect has

been observed to take place. The irradiation of the

electrode gap with Beta particles has been shoi»m to

enhance greatly the number of streamers occurring,

while not markedly increasing the number of occasions

on which the gap sparked.

If the gap is irradiated with alpha particles

from the Broadside position, at a voltage such as to

have the counter operating in this region of large

corona current pulses, the dense, highly localised

ionisation so produced will cause spark breakdown.

As the gap is relatively free from space charge

distortion at this stage the individual alpha particles

can be expeetea to produce spark breakdown irrespect¬

ive of the position in the gap at which their

irradiation is produced. In other words, the entire

gap is approximately of uniform sensitivity. On the
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On the passage of a spark a very intense pulse of

photons is emitted in the gap itself* and photo-

electrons produced "by this hurst will tend to keep

the original discharge going or produce further

additional sparking events. These successive

avalanches will he reduced in effectiveness hy the

quench circuit time constant and hy oxygen attach¬

ment processes which will he described later and it

will also he shown that the counter tends to become

unstable in this pre-onset region when the proportion

of oxygen in an oxygen-nitrogen mixture surrounding

the electrodes is small. A mechanism providing

successive sparks is that of electron attachment

followed some time later hy the detachment process

in the high field regions.

On raising the voltage above corona onset,

large space charges develop in the gap and quiescent

currents of the order of microamps flow in virtue of

the intense photoionisation of the corona. With so

rapid a change in field strength throughoilt the gap,

spark production will he inhibited as streamers will

not propagate across the gan so readily even under

alpha particle irradiation. The counting rate falls

from the sharp peak and, with increasing voltage,

slowly rises again.

It is thought likely that at least two
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competing processes are active at this stage. A3 the

voltage increases, the avalanches formed from the

initial ionising events will tend to increase, other

parameters remaining constant. Also with increase in

voltage the quiescent corona current increases rapidly

and positive ion space charges extend out into the gap,

advancing towards the cathode. As — is an increas-
x (53 )(54) ^

ing function of -j- , being TovmsendTs
first co-efficient, X the field strength and ^ the
gas pressure, most ionisation will occur near the

anode and thus space charge effects will be greatest

there. In this region of corona or glow discharge

with large positive space charges, the field will be

small thus reducing the size of the gap for efficient

alpha counting, for the avalanche produced by an

alpha particle in passing through the corona spatial

region will be small. (Vide paragraph 11 of this

chapter). Further, the observation recorded in

Section 2 of the present chapter, that the voltage at

which the flat maximum of the Broadside counting

characteristic occurs is greater the larger the cathode

diameter is in accordance with the considerations

given above. Higher applied voltages are required to

produce the same counting efficiency due to the larger

current passing across the gap under fixed conditions

with cathodes presenting a larger solid angle to the

anode. In this way the occurrence of the flat maximum

can be explained. With higher voltages than

that corresponding to the flat maximum,
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space charge effects will continue to increase and

the counting rate falls until such time as the gap

"breaks down in continuous discharge.

In the End-on characteristic, events will "be

rather different. Mere the alpha particles "begin to

be counted at a lower voltage than that observed in

the Broadside ease, as the columnar ionisotion

effectively bridges the gap. As the voltage is

raised above the threshold, the counting rate rises

due to larger avalanches being created under condit¬

ions of higher fields and also the sensitive region

presented to the alpha particle beam will widen with

voltage. With corona onset, only a small drop in the

counting rate is observed as radial space charge

distortions occur to a lesser degree than those which

occur longitudinally through the gap. The sudden drop

in counting rate from the peak to the plateau value

on increasing the voltage above corona onset repres¬

ents the setting up of the region between anode and

cathode and around the anode in which avalanche

function is restricted or inhibited. Once the self-
*

maintaining corona is established it is observed that

the counting rate falls gradually, the rate of falling

depending on the rate of increase of quiescent current

with voltage. Thus in this position also a peak in

the counting characteristic occurs at a voltage

corresponding to the occurrence of large corona
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eurrent fluctuations. As has "been indicated in the

broadside ease, the counting rate observed at the

peak cannot be regarded as representing only and

exclusively ionising events in the gap produced

directly by alpha particle ionisation. It is consider-
.

ed probable that in the region of large corona

current fluctuations, the gap is slightly unstable,

The passage of one spark, by its large photon product^
ion will have a probability of producing a second,

perhaps smaller, ionising event in the gap which very

shortly afterwards can cause breakdown again. The

onset of the corona will produce relatively large

quiescent currents which will greatly reduce the

effectiveness of small ionising events thus reducing
'

the probability of these spurious events to practically

zero.

An interesting effect is observed in the case of

a counter having a hollow cathode. The general shape

of the spark-counter characteristic for cathodes of

about 2 mm. inside diameter has been shown in Fig. 18(b).

For cathodes of inside diameter greater than about 5mm,

a rather different state of affairs is indicated. The

anode-cathode separation is larger and the glow dis¬

charge has its onset potential 250 volts or more belovr

the spark threshold for alpha particle counting, since

the spark counting threshold moves to higher voltages

with increasing cathode diameters. For example the
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threshold for spark counting for a hollov; cathode of

inside diameter 3.25 mm is about 2500 volts while for

a similar cathode of the same material of diameter

5.4 mm, the spark threshold for alpha counting is

about 2850 volts. The corona onset potentials for

the two cases quoted are 2280 volts and 2300 volts

respectively thereby indicating that the field near

the anode wire does not greatly vary with small

changes in the spacing of the electrodes. The field

near the cathode will fall with spacing to a more

marked degree and the observation of higher spark

thresholds for larger spacings is in accordance with

the known difficulty of streamer propagation into

regions of weak field strength.

It was observed that if the output from the

conventional quench circuit was amplified about

fifty to one hundred times, the electron avalanches

produced by the alpha particles could be made visible

on the screen of a cathode ray oscillograph, and be

of such amplitude as to activate a scaler. In this

way a counting characteristic for the non-sparking

avalanches could be obtained in the region from the

corona onset to the sparking threshold. Just below

spark threshold, the unanplified avalanche pulses

produced in the quench circuit are sufficient to

trigger the scaler. It will be seen from Fig. 22,

that the non-sparking avalanches exhibit a strikingly

similar counting curve to that obtained with other
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types of cathode. l!he spark counting curve against a

applied voltage exhibits a gradual rise to a small

plateau prior to the onset of natural discharges. It

is thus confirmed that the presence of the peak in

the counting curves discussed previously is closely

"bound up with the onset of the visible corona, the

avalanches at this critical phase being such as to

create further succeeding avalanches, irrespective of

v/hether spark breakdown is occurring or not. Fig. 22

shoY/s the two curves obtained for a hollow brass

cathode 3.25 mm in diameter. Further work with wider

cathodes has indicated that the onset of natural

breakdown occurs at higher voltages with greater

spaeings, as is to be expected, and that the sloping

plateau of the non-sparking avalanches usually links

up with the small plateau of the sparking curve,

although this point is not clearly brought out in the

figure shown, owing to the too rapid onset of natural

discharges.

If the non sparking pules are examined visually

on a cathode ray oscillograph with small amplification,

it is seen that a wide range of pulse size is present

and the maximum pulse size increases with voltage until

the spark threshold is reached. Above this voltage

the number of non sparking pulses decreases as the

spark rate increases until on the plateau region of

the spark curve, no non sparking pulses are observed.
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a wire-plate counter has been similarly invest¬

igated but, with this amplification, only a short

range of voltage (about 45 volts) below the sparking

threshold is able to produce the non-sparking avalan¬

ches. Throughout this small voltage region the non

sparking counting rate rises rapidly, no plateau

being observed as is to be expected for the corona

onset occurs above the spark threshold. These obser¬

vations show that the interpretation of the peak in

the counting characteristic as indicating some degree

of instability when one ionising event has a probabil¬

ity of creating a second recordable avalanche follow¬

ing the initial one, is substantially correct. The

dependence of the unstable region ou large corona

current fluctuations is clearly demonstrated here.

The curves of Figures 14, (18(a), and (b ) shov?

that the slope of the plateau region for the iSnd-on

characteristic is 0.004?$ per volt for the wire-cathode,

0.013?$ per volt for the plate cathode, and 0.022?$ per

volt for the hollow cylinder. In this last ease the

alpha particles are admitted through a small slit in

the cathode surface and so will pass into central

regions in their trajectories across the cylinder.

The space charge effect .is thus seen to be small but

the rate of ciu nge of counting rate with applied volt

age increases with the solid angle subtended at the

anode by the cathode. For a given overvoltage the

quiescent current is greater, the greater the solid
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angle subtended at the anode. Also for a given

increase in voltage the current increases more for a

greater solid angle.

As the current increases \7ith voltage, the glow-

discharge and its associated space charge around the

anode increases and "thickens? Those alpha particles

which pass through this region will therefore produce

smaller avalanches, as that portion of their ionisat-

ion trade which is inside the space charge region,

"being formed in a region of smaller field strength

will not contribute much to the avalanche. Thus, as

this region increases, the sensitivity falls, as the

likelihood of sparking falls with the size of the

initial ionising event (Vide para, 6).

In the case of a wire or plate cathode,the sen¬

sitive region can be expected to widen slightly with

voltage and therefore two competing processes are

again present. In the case of the hollow cylinder,

the field being radial, the sensitive region will not

increase to any great extent on a lateral direction,

and therefore the fall in counting rate is more

marked in this case even although the initial

ionising event corresponds to the ionisation of a

larger portion of the alpha track. In this case the

region of space charge distortion will be greater

owing to the larger corona current. As the applied

voltage is further increased the counting rate for
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f

all three types of counter finally rises suddenly

again, this point corresponding to the counter

breaking down in continuous discharge.

In this way, a qualitative explanation can be

advanced for the general shape of the counting

characteristics observed in terms of the corona

current and its associated effects.
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0. TK1.I ITAIIXR.:, OF Til.; GLOV; DISCHARGE*

k

The light emitted by the visible corona has been

examined spectroscopyeally in both the visible and

ultra-Violet regions. Photographs were taken of the

spectra, using standard types of visible (glass prism!

and Ultra-Violet (quartz prism) spectrographs. The

visible spectrum is shown in Fig. 23 with the spectrum

obtained from an air discharge tube (operated from an

induction coil) above and below it. The Identity of

the visible light is at once apparent as the spectrum

of molecular nitrogen shows up clearly. The spectro¬

scope used for the visible region was fitted with the

usual collimator slit and in consequence, due to the

comparative weakness of the corona in comparison with

conventional light sources, an exposure time of four

hours was necessary, whereas the discharge tube

spectra were obtained with an exposure of two minutes

each, panchromatic plates were used throughout. As

the glow is not diffuse but appears as a fine line of

light, strongest on the cathode sido of the anode,

with no significant change in the thickness of the

visible discharge being apparent with potential

changes of several hundred volts, a more intense

spectrum was obtained by removing the collimator slit

and using the glow alone, the anode being placed as

nearly as possible in the position previously occupied
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by the slit. With an exposure of four hour3, Fig. 24

via.3 obtained. This is in good agreement with publish¬
es)

ed spectra of molecular nitrogen the only differ¬

ence being in the relative intensities of some of the

bands. As the pressure and mode of excitation are

rather different from those found in conventional

light sources this observation is not altogether

surprising. The glow is thus seen to emit wave¬

lengths in the visible and near ultra-violet ranging

from the red 6787°A to 3371°A, this latter figure re¬

presenting the limit of transparency of the glass

optical system. The band systems observed are the

first and second positive groups of molecular nitrogen.

Fig. 25 shows the ultra violet visible spectrum

of molecular nitrogen and nitric oxide emitted by the

corona as photographed on a quartz spectograph using

a Process plate with an exposure of four hours. It

will be seen that, in comparing with published photo-
(55)(56)

graphs the ultra violet spectrum is apparent

down to the 2269°A band. The wavelengths of the

various bands have been roughly checked against a

calibrated photoplate.

These photographs were taken for quiescent cur¬

rents of the order of 100 microanps, so a second

series of exposures was obtained of the visible region

with the current at £0 microamps and an appropriately

reduced voltage across the electrode gap. Apart from

the disappearance of the fainter bands and a general

reduction in intensity, no change in the 3peetrum was
observed as even the shorter wavelengths were still
present.
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6, TEE RAKGB CURVE.

In Chapter II it was mentioned that a dependence

of counting rate on the distance of the source from

the electrode gap has "been observed other than that

due to changes in the solid angle. This point has

"been examined, and it is found that as an alpha

emitting source is "brought within alpha range of the

counter, the counting rate rises suddenly from zero

and increases rapidly to a maximum, subsequently

falling more slowly as the source-counter distance

decreases. Fig. 26 illustrates this point by showing

the Broadside and End-on Range counting curves obtain¬

ed for a wire cathode spark counter* The range meas¬

ured in both eases is the distance, correct to

± 0,2 mm,, from the front surface of a small button

carrying the active material to the anode wire,

Supea^osed on these curves is Henderson's ionisation
(57)

graph for a beam of ThC* alpha particles. As is

to be expected, the spark-counter range eurves lie

within the Ionisation Curve, yet the extreme range

observed in the Broadside curve is seen to be tending

to a value near that of the extreme ionisation range

of Henderson under the same conditions of temperature

HTtii pressure (15°C and 760 mm of mercury pressure).
The curves obtained in both positions show an

approximately linear rise near the extreme range to a

point near the maximum, and so in addition to a
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maximum range, an extrapolated range can also "be

defined as the intercept on the range axis of this

linear portion of the curve. From nine md-on range

curves a value of 8.53 £ ,02 cm. has "been obtained as

a mean extrapolated range. From four Broadside range

curves a mean of 8,56 * .03 cm. is obtained for this

quantity while values of 8.63 cm. and 8.66 cm. have

been obtained for the .aid-on and Broadside maximum

ranges respectively; the probable error limits being

0.02 cm. in each case.

It should be clearly pointed out that the term

"Range" as used above has different meanings in the

two cases examined, hi the md-on position the range

is measured from the button face to the anode wire and

is thus measured to what is in effect the "chamber

face," or front of the sensitive region. In the

Broadside position, the range is also measured to

the anode wire, i.e., the plane of symmetry of the

counter, and thus ranges are measured in this case

to the "chamber centre." From the range values

quoted, it will appear that the -jnd-on range, so

defined yields a somewhat smaller value than that

found in the Broadside position. It may well be

that to produce sufficient lonisation to cause the

gap to sparfc, the alpha particle must penetrate some

distance into the gap, when approaching the counter

from the ynd-on position.

In the determination of ranges, it tes realised
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that ordinary unshielded buttons could not be used

for work of any accuracy. Preliminary experiments

showed that the contribution to the counting rate of

alpha particles from the side of the prepared 8 B.A.

screw wa8 of the same order of magnitude as that from

the front of the button. These alpha particles there¬

fore introduced a large amount of "artificial

straggling" as the thickness of the screw head was,

on the average, of the order of 1 mm. To eliminate

this difficulty a mica plate, having a circular hole

punched in it, could be placed in contact with the

radioactive button, so that only alpha particles from

the central front surface of the button could reach

the counter. Those particles from the sides and
■

periphery of the flat surface were stopped by the mica,
the plate having a weight of about 13 mgms/sq., em.

Another plan adopted was to expose a small button in

the Radio Thorium pot, having a collar of perspex

round the button's edge and in this way only the small

front surface was activated. The collar was removed

before use with the counter,
.

These precautions will not completely eliminate
(50)

artificial straggling, for the recent work of Wa&ey

has shown in the case of Polo alum deposited on metal

plates, a considerable "tail" can be produced in the

energy spectrum of the emitted alpha particles due to

diffusion of the active material into the metal surface.

Using Cadmium, Wadey showed that some 10^ of the
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irumber of alpiia particles having peak energy (5*3 MeV}

appeared to have 4*9 MeV energy, corresponding to a
(59)

range difference of 0*44 em in standard air.

Such an effect can "be expected to occur to some extent

in the case of Thorium Active Deposit on "buttons of
I
steel and Brass, as they possessed surface scratches

which would aggravate this range reduction. Further,

on removal from the activating pot, such "buttons were

frequently observed to bo matt, the polished surface

having been destroyed by irradiation which probably

produced chemical effects on the metal surface. It

is therefore to be recommended that the front surface

of buttons should be of some highly polished but in¬

active metal. It lias been frequently observed that

the peak of the range curve does not coincide exactly

with the point of maximum ionisation as observed by

Henderson, the range curve peak lying an appreciable

distance to the short range side. Also, as this peak

is approached the linear rise from the point of extreme

range, falls off in many cases. It is considered that

the effects described above will at least contribute

somewhat to these effects which tend to limit the

accuracy obtainable.

In the determination of alpha particle ranges

using ionisation chambers of small depth, a standard
(60)

technique is to draw a series of curves for various

ranges, representing "Counting Rate" against
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"Discriminator Bias*" This latter parameter serves as

an indication of the actual amount of ionisation pro¬

duced "by the ionising particle in the chamber and this

operation also serves to give the effective a3 oppos¬

ed to the physical chamber depth. Such a technique

is rendered inoperative here, for, irrespective of the

magnitude of the initial ionising event, should a

spark occur, the size of the voltage pulse obtained

is determined by the counter voltage as has already

been described. Should a spark fail to pass, the

ionising event is not recorded, but the probability

of spark production in air is a function of the den¬

sity of ionisation, the probability varying with the

mean value of the number of ion pairs produced per

mm, of path length at the position occupied by the

sensitive volume of the counter. Fig. 27 shows two

"End-on* range curves for a counter having a plate

cathode and spaeings of 1 mm. and 075 mm., which

illustrate this point.

It should be mentioned here that in taking

Broadside Range curves the voltage applied to the

counter should be that corresponding to the flat

maximum counting rate of the counting characteristic.

For End-on range curves, a voltage about 100 volts

above that corresponding: to the small peak of the

End-on counting characteristic is normally applied

to the counter.
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Gn making the 30urce-anode distance about 0*5 mm#
i

less thai., the maximum The* alpha particle range, as

defined by the spark co\inter and connecting the out¬

put from the quench cire\iit to an amplifier having a

gain of about 1000, an attempt was made to observe any

small, non sparking, pulses due to avalanches created

by the ionisation of the last few tenths of a milli¬

metre of the alpha particles ionisation path. This

attempt failed as no pulses greater than those creat¬

ed by the intermittent corona could be observed. The

self-maintaining corona fluctuations were shovm to

produce in the quench circuit potential changes of

about 0*5 volts, corresponding to the arrival of the
7

order of 5»10 electronic charges on the quench

capacity, this being taken as about 15 P.F,, to

inelude stray capacities.

This implies that the ionisation beyond the

sparking range is insufficient to produce, with the

aid of the amplification in the gas, an avalanche

significantly greater than the value quoted.
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7. TKh EFFhCT OF RAIIGI, OH TEE COUITTIIIG CI1AMCT. SISTIC

That the counting efficiency is a function of

the specific ionisation of the alpha particle beam

will "be clear from the discussion given above. It is

therefore to "be expected that the precise shape of

the counting characteristics will sho?; some variation

with this quantity. Fig, 28 shows a typical family

of such curves, taken in the Broadside position with

a counter having a copper cathode 0*7 mm. in diameter,

and a spacing of 0*8 mm. when the source was placed

at distances of 8*1, 7*5, 7*0 and 6*0ems. from the

anodo wire. The counting rate has been corrected

for solid angle and source decay. Similar families

of curves are obtained for other spacings and for

cathodes of other materials, and different diameters.

Fig. 29 3hows the variations obtained in the nd-on

position. In these two Figures the expected depend¬

ence is made clear. As the source-counter distance

decreases, the curves shift to regions of higher

applied voltage, The Threshold shift is quite small
but the shift of the flat maximum (Fig. 28) is very

marked.

In consequence, the observation made above, that

for source-counter distances of about 8 ems., the

corona offset coincides with the sharp peak of the

Broadside counting characteristic, must be investigat¬

ed further, and a more general result obtained.
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This point was investigated "by talcing a series

of counting characteristics in the Broadside position

for various ranges and several different cathodes, and

after each curve had "been obtained the corona charact¬

eristic of current against applied voltage was taken.

The results can "be summarised as follows.

From the analysis of fourteen such curves, it

was found that the voltage at which the quiescent

current ceased to register on ^ microaianeter was con¬

stant to within ~1$> of tho average value for a given

geometrical arrangement, indicating no variation of

this quantity with counter use. For source-counter-

distanees of about 8 or 8*1 cms. and cylindrical wire

cathodes, this extinguishing point coincided, albeit

fortuitously, with the sharp peak. For source-count¬

er distances smaller than this, tho general result

obtained showed that the corona offset voltage was

less than that corresponding to the sharp peak,

frequently occurring some 30 volts or so below tho

counting threshold voltage for that range. Under

such conditions the rise in counting rate from the

threshold is particularly steep and the fall, in

passing through the sharp peak, is correspondingly

rapid. The height of this peak is reduced with the

range.

An examination of the occurrence of the large

corona pulses mentioned in on earlier section of

this chapter, revealed that, in every case examined,
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the region of large corona pulses straddled the

sharp peak, an observation in agreement with the

discussion given earlier. (See Section 3). For

smaller ionising events in the counter gap it is

found that larger applied voltage are required to

produce the same probability of sparking. Thus in

Fig. 28 when the range,changes from 8*1 to 7*5 cm.,

the flat maximum shifts up the applied voltage scale

by some 200 volts, but it must be borne in mind that,

owing to the rise in corona current, an increase in

applied volts is greatly reduced in effectiveness,

only a small increase being observed across the

electrodes.

It is also noted that for smaller initial ionis¬

ing events, the counting rate corresponding to the
sharp peak is less. (See Section 4 of the present

Chapter),
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8. EFFECT OP ANODE DIAMETER ON THE COUNTING

CIIARAGTIIII5TIC .

With an anode consisting of a tungsten wire

0.1 ran. in diameter a copper cathode of wire 0.86 mm.

in diameter, and a spacing of 0.74 mm. the effect of

a change of anode diameter by a factor of two is

demonstrated. Fig. 30 shows that with such an

arrangement no plateau at all is obtained in the

"End-on" position, the gap breaking down into contin¬

uous discharge before reaching the usable region.

On increasing the spacing to 0.98 mm. a character-

:istic similar to that obtained with an 0.05 ma.

anode is found. The threshold is higher and the

initial slope of the characteristic is not so steep,

about 350 volts being the separation of the threshold

and the small peak instead of the 200 volts found with

the finer anode. It is thus seen that no advantage

accrues from the use of thicker anodes, apart from

the greater tensile strength in the latter case.
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9. CHANGE IH THE COUNTING CHARACTERISTIC WITH USE.

It was of importance to determine whether or

not the counting properties of these counters

deteriorated with use. Five counting curves were

taken with more than four million sparks having

passed "between the first and last curve, ho signif¬

icant change was observed in the characteristics,

even though the counter was operating in the open

air. The length of time for which a spark counter

can "be used is principally determined "by dust, fibres

etc. which collect on either or both electrodes. If

the counter is operated in a bell ^ar using filtered

air it does not require dismantling for cleaning so

frequently as the same counter in open air, but if

anode and cathode are cleaned each time before use,

the same electrodesean be used over and over again

until it is observed that the counter is discharging

locally. When this occurs, due to pitting of the

surfaces or some other cause, both electrodes should

be replaced by fresh wires. Frequently it is the

anode breaking while cleaning which necessitates an

electrode renewal.

In the absence of an alpha emitting contaminat¬

ion the background counting rate is very small. With

clean electrodes in carefully filtered air it is

quite negligible but in the open air the background

is usually less than ten counts per hour. This num¬

ber however depends on the dust content of the air,

for it has been observed that in very dusty air as

many as five counts er minute can be registered
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The counter is rendered unstable by a reversal

of the polarity of the electrodes. It has not been

found possible to work with the cathode as a fine wire

I
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10, CaaiTTIITG IH AIR LTNDKR RwPTTCBT) PRESSURE.

Counting characteristics for both positions

have "been obtained for air pressures lower than one

atmosphere. The general shape of the curve remains

unaltered but the threshold for counting moves to

lower and lower voltages as the pressure is reduced.

The entire curve contracts so that the voltage range

between threshold and continuous discharge becomes

smaller. Broadside counting curves were obtained for

a spacing of 0*75 mm. with a cathode 0*9 ma. diameter

on two different occasions and a series of values

were obtained for the flat maximum counting rate as a

function of pressure. In each case the source

position was adjusted so that the peak of the range

counting curve was always coincident with the plane

of symmetry of the counter, in order to achieve

maximum efficiency for counting. Fig. 31 shows the

excellent agreement betYreen the normalised values

of the two sets of readings, the counting rate being

plotted against pressure in ems. of mercury. This

graph is in effect a plot of efficiency against

pressure, and Fig. 31 shows that the graph is certain¬

ly non linear. The variation with pressure in the

region of 76 cms. would appear to be small but the

dependence on pressure at approximately half an

atmosphere is relatively large. It is therefore both
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convenient and expedient to operate the counter in

air at pressures approximately atmospheric.

It thus appears from this experiment that fur¬

ther confirmation is obtained that the probability

of spark formation depends on the ionisation produced

by the individual alpha particles in the sensitive

region of the counter. When the air pressure is

reduced the ionisation produced by an alpha particle

per unit track length is reduced and thus the initial

ionising event in the sensitive region of the counter

is small and decreases with decreasing pressure.
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11. TUB 3FFICIJHCY OF TILS 5PAISC CQliaTBR.

It is of the first importance to determine the

efficiency of these counters for alpha particles, in

order that, in addition to judging their performance

as a counting instrument, 3ome estimate of the

sensitive volume and indication of the probable

mechanism may be obtained. As an initial postulate,

it was thought not unlikely that alpha particles

passing from the Broadside position through the

electrode gap would have some finite probability of

causing spark breakdown, the probability depending,

very likely, on the actual position of the ionising

event in the electrode-gap. It is already known

that the probability of sparking depends on the

source-counter distance, and in this work, the

efficiency has been determined only for source-

counter distances sUeh as would cause the maximum

counting rate in the instrument, on normalising the

counting rate for solid angle changes and source

decay. Also from the shape of the Broadside counting

characteristic, it is clear that the voltage applied

to the counter in any determination of the efficiency

must be such as to cause the operating point to fall

on the flat maximum (Point A, Fig. 14), since this

voltage is that most likely to be employed in

practice. The exact experimental arrangement is as

follows.
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A spark counter of the wire cathode type had the

electrode spacing and cathode diameter measured hy

means of a travelling microscope. A thin miea plate

having a slit In it was mounted "between the electrodes
FV ■

and the source with the slit vertical, and the plate

mounted near to the electrodes, about three quarters

of a centimetre distant from them, the plane of

symmetjEy of the electrodes beihg parallel to the

plane of the mica plate. The slit width usually

employed was 4.4 mm., thus restricting the alpha

particles to a definite region of the counter in the

horizontal direction "bait giving complete freedom in
•

the vertical plane. The slit was placed so that only

the central section of the electrodes would "be oper¬

ative in recording counts and thus any difficulty due

to end-effects, where the anode wire was supported

"by the glass rods or where the cathode was no longer

equidistant from the anode, was avoided, Using the

longer range alpha particles from a "button coated

with the active deposit of Thorium, namely those

from Th.C T, in the Broadside position, with the

source-counter distance about 8 cms., a counting
'

characteristic was obtained; the value of the flat

maximum voltage was found from the graph and to this

value, the applied voltage was adjusted. Having done
'

so, a plot of Counting Rate against Range, that is,

source-anode distance, was taken, the Counting Rate
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being, as usual, corrected for solid angle chaises

and source decay. In this my the Counting rate

corresponding to the peak of the range curve was

obtained.

At this stage it was tacitly assumed for the

purpose of this calculation that the sensitive region

in the counter reached from anode to cathode, and

this region was postulated as being uniformly effic¬

ient. Thus an area of the electrode gap, bounded on

two sides by the electrodes and on the other two

sides by the constricted alpha particle beam was

declared uniformly sensitive to alpha particles.

It was realised that this postulate could only

be approximately true at best. The presence of the

corona discharge round the anode together with the

space eharge which nrust be associated with this

effect, would lead one to suppose that the field in

the immediate vicinity of the anode surface must be

relatively small. Workers on the positive corona
(61)

in molecular nitrogen have shown that the volt¬

age drop through the visible discharge to the anode

surface is close to the first ionisation potential

of that gas. On this basis, it is clear that the

field actually present near the anode surface in the

pressure of the visible corona will be vastly diff¬

erent from those given in Table 5 for an unaistorted

field in the gap. Thus alpha particles passing

through the gap in the immediate vicinity of the
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anode wire are unlikely to produce a sufficiently

large electron avalanche to cause spark breakdown.

Realising this limitation on the postulate

regarding the uniform and total sensitivity of the

counting area of the gap, this area was calculated,

and on this basis, knowing the counting rate at the

peak of the range curve and the source-counter

geometry the number of alpha particles emitted by

the source per second through a solid angle of 47T

could be calculated.

The second part of the efficiency measurement

was to determine, using a thin windowed Geiger

counter in the proportional region, the number of

alpha particles emitted by the same source per

second through a solid angle of 47f , The Efficiency

of the spark counter can therefore be defined as the

ratio of the two source strengths so determined.

To effect the second calculation a thin window

was sealed on to a brass cathode Geiger

counter of the type used in the Beta ray work des-
(62)

cribed recently by Feather, Kyles and Pringle ;

the window being about 1.3 mgm. per square centi¬

metre in thickness. A filling mixture of 8 em. of

cylinder Argon and 2 em. of ethyl alcohol was employ¬

ed. The anode was a tungsten wire 0.1 mm. in

diameter. This counter was placed behind a perspex

plate in which a circular hole, 0.882 mm. in diameter
had been drilled and positioned so that the centre of
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the hole in the perspex plate was in line with the
£

centre of the small counter window# As the perspex

was thick, being about fth of an inch, the circular

hole was countersunk on the counter side of the plate

to avoid scattering effects which could otherwise

have falsified the results. Thus, whereas the dia¬

meter of the circular hole on the source side was

0.882 mm., the channel widened out to about 2 ram.

on the counter side of the perspex plate.

With the arrangement outlined above, this

counter was operated in the proportional region
(63)

according to the accepted practice # The voltage

placed on the counter \ms such as to cause it to
Jf . 'I

: *

operate below the Geiger threshold. The Threshold

of the proportional region was found to be about 790

volts in most eases, using the filling given above

and as the voltage was increased the counting rate

rose for about 75 volts. At this point a short 50

volt plateau occurred before the counting rate fin¬

ally rose sharply. The centre of the plateau

region of the proportional counter occurred at about

900 volts. The voltage pulses derived from this

counter were fed via an amplifier having a maximum

gain of about 1000 to the scaling unit. Thus from a

knowledge of the source distance to the face of the

perspex plate the solid angle can be readily deter¬

mined, care being taken to ensure that the alpha

particles, on penetrating the counter window, had
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in each.esse several millimetres of residual range

in standard air so that reproducible and certain

counting would result.

The results of eight such determinations of the

efficiency are collected in tabular form below.

Two different cathodes were used for the spark
.

counter with several values of the spacing. The

first two values recorded in the table, namely those

for the cathode 0.93 mm. in diameter, were taken

with the same source. It will be seen that both the

spark counter and the proportional counte-r give

results for the source strength which are the same

within the experimental error of the system, in both

determinations.

It will also be observed that in every ease save

one, the efficiency, as defined, of the spark counter

is less than unity, This, as is mentioned above, is

the result expected considering corona and space

charge effects. A further effect will also produce

an apparently lower efficiency. This is the

straggling referred to in earlier sections of this

chapter. 1-rom the nature of the range curve,alpha

particles which go shorter and longer distances than

the mean have a smaller chance of spark production

under given conditions. This will tend to reduce

the peak counting rate of the range curve and there¬

fore reduee the effective efficiency, as measured

here •



TABLE6.

SparkCounter
CathodediameterSpacing (ram#)(mm.) 0.930*71 0,930.71 0.700.80 0.700.61 0.700.65 0.700.74 0.700.87 0.930.78
Sourcestrength(S) (disintegrations/ seo/47r), 5.46

J

.222

1G5

5.70

t

.23x

5

10

2.07*
.08x

106

£.14

X

•09x

lu6

2.13

4

•06x

106

1.83

X

•06x

106

1.34

X

.06x

i ,6

2.29

X

.14x

106

roportionalcounter
$

SourceStrength(P)Efficiency(I7) disintegrations/ secjn-u). 5.57
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It is to "be regretted that the accuracy

attending these computations-is not higher. This is

due in no snail measure to the number of variables

involved, scaae involving the measurement of

small distances, in which the accuracy could not be

much greater than with the available apparatus,

and some involving the estimation of values from

graphed observations, themselves not correct to

more than Ifi,

It the region round the anode in which counting

is inhibited is independent of the spacing, then an

increase in efficiency can be expeeted as the spac-

in.: is increased. However the scatter in the values

of the efficiencies and their associated probable

errors negatives any such attempt at analysis.

It can be concluded, however, that, apart from

a small region round the anode in which corona and

space charges greatly reduce the field, the entire

gap is sensitive to alpha particles, th3 counting'

efficiency approaching unity in a considerable

proportion of the cases examined.
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12. COUBTSR QPERATI PIT IK GASbS AWD GASUOUS MIXTURI.S.

Hitherto all properties attributable to the

spar!: counter are in relation to its function in air.

It v/as considered desirable to extend these enquiries

to include the counting properties in various gases

and gaseous mixtures. The gases available were Argon,

Helium, Oxygen, nitrogen and Carbon Pioxide, of

commercial purity, obtained from cylinders.

In order to avoid complications due to enclosing

the spark counter electrodes in a small chamber and

of necessity, admitting the alpha particles via a

Y/indow, it was decided to place counter and source

together in a bell «}ar which could be sealed dovm on

to a base of east brass. The necessary electrical

leads were brought through the base plate in ivhieh

holes had been drilled to carry the necessary mount¬

ing insulators. The high voltage lead to the cathode'

of the spark counter consisted of a wire running

through a glass tube, the tube being sealed to the
•

wire at both ends. In this way as is shown in Fig.

52(a), the glass tube could be sealed to the brass

plate using black wax or sealing compound, thereby

rendering the chamber airtight. The other electrical

leads were similarly treated, paxolin being employed

as the insulator. By means of an arrangement of glass

stopeocks^provision could be made for the removal of
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gas from the chamber "by means of a "Elvae" rotary

punvp, the recording of the chamber pressure by means

of a mercury manometer and the introduction of the

gas desired,,

There remained the problem of suitably mounting

the source and moving it in the chamber without

breaking the seal cf the bell jar. The apparatus

sketched in Fig. 32(b) overcame this difficulty.

The button source of alpha particles was screwed into

a solid brass cylinder £ inch in diameter. This

cylinder could be pushed into a similarly sized

circular hole drilled in the source carriage which

consisted of a block of brass which could be made to

move forwards and backwards on milled rails by means

of the screw shown. In this way the front surface of

the button could be made to coincide with the face

of the source carriage and thus facilitate source-

counter measurements. The source was propelled

by rotating the knob below the chamber base plate

thus activating the Crown and pinion wheels and the

horizontal screw. The vertical driving rod was

secured by means of a clamped rubber ring to the

chamber base plate thereby ensuring an airtight

seal while providing freedom of rotation for the

rod. The horizontal screw had a pitch of 1 mm., and

complete revolutions and fractions thereof could be

easily observed, by means of the calibrated brass

disc attached to this screw.
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In this way provision was made for the easy

alteration of the source-counter distance without

dismantling the chamber#

ITaving assembled the counter and source on the

base plate the bell could be sealed down, the

chamber pumped out, and after flushing once or twice

with the gas to be used and pumping out each time,

the chamber could be finally filled to atmospheric

pressure or slightly more, thereby developing either

practically no pressure difference across the chamber

seals or a small pressure difference such as to pre¬

vent air entering the chamber, should, in the progress

of the work, a slow leak occur. Ill practice should

it be suspected that any unwanted air had so entered

the chamber, the whole was pumped out again and the

leak, when found, plugged. Then filling would take

place again.

No facilities existed for the outgassing of the

chamber or the electrodes nor was it thought that

such a procedure would be desirable, as results ob¬

tained under condition of exceptional gas purity are

unlikely to be of great value to others employing

such counters. Ordinary tank gases were used for

similar reasons.

The Broadside counting characteristics will be

described for the gases listed above and a short

discussion will be given at the end of this section

on the results obtained.
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ARGOF. Using,* a spark counter consisting of an

anode .05 mm. in diameter and a cathode of copper
'

wire 0.8G mm. in diameter* the spacing "being about

0.7 mm., the Broadside counting characteristic was

obtained for a filling of Argon at 73.25 cm. of

mercury pressure. The source-anode distance was

8cms. Fig. 33(a) shows the shape of the counting

curve so obtained. It will be noticed that the

counting rate rises throughout the entire 100 volts

between the counting threshold voltage and the last

point in the curve, which was taken for a voltage

just below that corresponding to the onset of con¬

tinuous discharge. There is no plateau region and

repeated checks confirmed this result, thus elimin¬

ating the possibility of a defect in the counter

having produced this effect. The threshold is much

lower than any found in air at comparable pressures.

It is also of interest to note that no sign of any

corona discharge eould be observed, and the discharge

instead of being a discrete spark showed a tendency

to pass along the electrodes. It is concluded that

pure (tank) Argon is unsuitable as a spark counter

gas.

A considerable improvement in the shape of the

counting curve can be obtained by adding a proportion

of air to the Argon, and several argon-air mixtures

have been the subject of experiments to det rmine

their suitability. Using the same counter as that
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described above. Fig* 33(b) was obtained, this being

the Broadside counting characteristic for 70.7 cm.

Argon plus 1 em. of atmospheric air. Fig. 33(c)

was obtained with 70.7 cm. Argon plus 2.7 cm. of

air, the same source being used for both plots. It

is seen that the plateau, though small, is definite

and that the counting rate of the plateau voltage

region is the same in both cases, to within the

experimental error. Some six hours of almost contin¬

uous operation lay between the plotting of these two
.

curves and it is seen that good reproducibility and

consistency among the readings is obtained.

If the proportion of air is increased to give
.

a mixture of 69 cm. of Argon and 7 cm. of air the

curve of Fig. 33(d) is obtained. Thus the plateau

region would appear to lengthen \7ith the percentage

of air in the mixture. The slope of the plateau is

in this case 0.25$s per volt.

As larger amounts of air are admitted the

counting curve alters in shape until the typical air

characteristic becomes once more apparent. The sharp

peak and flat maximum are again in evidence but the

range of voltage between threshold and continuous

discharge is small, but increases with the quantity

of air present.
.

In an attempt to improve the Argon characterist-

ic without adding air, a dish of alcohol was placed
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in the chamber and the vapour allowed to attain an

equilibrium concentration, the argon pressure being

70,4 cm. and the temperature 18°C. The Saturation

Vapour pressure of Ethyl Alcohol at 18°G is 3,9 cm,

of mercury but the rate of diffusion is slow. Ho

improvement in the shape of the curve couia be found.

A range curve was taken for the Argon-air

mixture 70.7 cm. Argon plus 1 cm. of air. This curve

is given in,Fig. 34, the range being corrected to

15°C and 760 mm. of mercury ressure. It will be

seen that the dependence on specific ionisation in

this mixture is not so marked as in air, and a

curve more closely resembling the number distance

curve is obtained.

It has been shown that the presence of water

vapour in the chamber does not improve the counting
'

properties of a given arrangement.

Mo plateau is obtained when a dish of water is

placed inside the chamber using 1 cm. of air and
.

75,2 cm. of Argon. For this reason a quantity of

drying agent was frequently incorporated in the

chamber when investigating the properties of Argon and

gaseous mixtures containing Argon.

HELIUM Using a similar counter to that described

above for Argon, the counting properties of Helium

were examined, the spacing being 0.63 mm. The chamber

was filled to 75,5 em. of mercury pressure with He linn

the source-counter distance being 8 cms. The counting
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threshold occurs at a low voltage* namely 485 volts

in this case. The Broadside curve is shown in Big. SJ*

It is seen to he similar to that obtained for Argon in

that no plateau is attained but the voltage between

threshold and continuous discharge is smaller, being

only SO volts in this case. The curve is very steep.

CM altering the gas to a mixture of Helium and

air, 70.5 cm. of Helium plus 5 cm. of air, although

the threshold rose to 970 volts, no improvement in

the counting characteristic could be observed.

Further increases in the proportion of air in the

mixture were likewise ineffective in producing a

plateau in the curve, although a number of such

mixtures were examined.

It is concluded that Helium, exhibiting no

corona discharge, is unsuitable for counter operation,

Helium-air mixtures are also unsuitable.

OTflG-EIf With the same counter employed for the

examination of Helium, the mode of operation in

oxygen was investigated. With the source at 7.5 cm.

from the anode wire, the counting characteristic for

a filling of 75 cm. of oxygen is given in Fig. 36(a).

Here it is seen that a plateau of more than 100 volts

is obtained, the plateau slope being about 0.15^

per volt. Ho corona glow is seen to surround the

anode.

The quench circuit employed was similar to that
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shown in Fig* 12(a)* The absence of corona indicated

that the dark current was very small so a different

quench circuit was connected in series with the elect¬

rode gap and the characteristic taken again. Shis

new quench circuit consisted solely of two resistance

one 200 Megohms and the other 1 Megohm, placed in

series, the smaller value serving to tap off a

fraction of the voltage surge on sparking for activ¬

ation of a sealer. No quench capacity was used,

since the stray capacities, together with the high

ohmic resistor produced a sufficiently long time

constant to quench the discharge. Such an arrange¬

ment worked well as will "be seen from the counting

characteristic shown in Fig. 36(b). Using the large
.

resistance in the quench circuit the plateau is seen

to be extended by some 00 volt3 over that obtained

using 5 Megohm or 10 Megohm quench resistors, while

the slope of the plateau region is 0*18^> per volt,

which is very similar to that previously displayed in

oxygen (Fig. 36(a)).
V.'ith the 200 Megohm quench resistor and no

capacity present save the strays, it is not surpris¬

ing to observe the sealer recording the passage of

sparks while no visible discharge can be seen occur¬

ring in the electrode gap. The brightness of a spark

is a measure of the energy nassing between the elec¬

trodes, and in the mechanism mentioned in an earlier

chapter in this work, the quench capacity is given an
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important role in the discharge process, "being charged

through the gap resistance (very small) on "breakdown
occurring and discharged through the quench resistor.

Hence if the associated capacity is small the

energy expended in charging it up to approximately

the applied Potential Difference, on "breakdown occurr¬

ing, will "be small. Hence the extreme faintness of

the spark under such conditions.

With such a counter and a conventional (Fig.12(a)

quenci circuit the dark current in oxygen has "been

shewn, to reach a vaiue between 0.5 and 1 micro-amp in
£

the absence of a source, prior to continuous break-
...... s

down occurring in the gap. With such currents prior

to continuous discharge^pre-onset corona avalanches
must be taking place, although no visible effect is

seen at the anode.

iTITR0G;:.H On filling the chamber with nitrogen from

a cylinder to a pressure of 74.5 cms. a corona

discharge is observed to commence at 2,500 volts.

The counter employed was exactly similar to that

used for oxygen but the quench "circuit was of the

conventional design (Fig. 12(a)). The corona was

quite different in appearance from that obtained in

air although the colour of the discharge was some¬

what similar. The corona in nitrogen takes the form

of small, discrete, luminous beads which appear on
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the surface of the anode, and no corona is visible

on the anode between the beads, whereas, as has been

demonstrated previously, the air corona is a sheath¬

like luminescence*

The spark counter is completely useless in

nitrogen as sparks pass preferentially to the luminous

beads, when the counter is irradiated with alpha part¬

icles, thus creating an irregular sensitivity along

the electrode gap.

Several fillings of nitrogen were used to obtain

the properties of this beaded corona. It was observ¬

ed that as the voltage applied to the counter was

decreased, the number of beads decreased. The inten¬

sity of the system of beads did not decrease uniform¬

ly. Thus it appears that the nitrogen corona,

instead of having, at onset, a definite number of

beads depending on the geometrical conditions, field

strength, gas pressure etc., begins with a single

bead until, on raising the voltage, a second bead

grows to aeeept part of the rising current flow. In

this way the number of beads might appear to depend

on the current being drawn to the anode.

Tli is dep endonee of the number of luminous corona

beads on current has been observed experimentally.

iVith the above apparatus.
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1 corona "bead is present for currents up to 1 micro
amp.

2 corona "beads are present for currents up to 2 "

g ti tr n n ft n » g n

4 n ,J n " " " " 4.5 n

g it n n it n it it 6.5"

Q II II fi it II II ft 0 it

ana so on. More than twelve such "beads have been

observed along the anode wire at voltages approaching

3,000 as measured between the electrodes. The spacing

of the corona beads was found to be non-uniform.

minor differences being apparent on close examination

The corona current in nitrogen has been plotted

as a function of the voltage appearing across the

gap, that is, allowing for the voltage drop in the

quench resistors. The observations are presented in

Fig. 37 in graphical form up to a current of 100

micro-amps for a counter having a copper wire cathode

0.86 mm. in diameter and a spacing of 0.63 ram. A

smooth curve, showing no discontinuities is obtained.

A search of the literature on such matters

revealed that corona beading at the anode was not a

new phenomenon, beads having been observed in various
(61,64,65,66)

gases by several workers at pressures of

2 cm. of mercury and below. Apparently this is the

first observation of such an effect at atmospheric

pressure, the electric fields employed by the other

workers being too small to produce such a discharge

at the anode.
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With low pressures, it has been previously
(61)

shown that the presence of a magnetic field eould

cause motion of the corona patterns obtained. Weak

magnetic fields produced by bringing up bar magnets

close to the electrode gap in the present work produc¬

ed no effect whatsoever. It was also noted that the

beads always appeared at the same points on any given

wire, but did not, In general, appear at the same

places on different anode wires. The beads are small

in oise being 0.1 or 0,2 mm. in diameter. As the

applied voltage increases,the brightness and number

of the beads increase, the former effect being very

noticeable in the early stages, when only two or

three corona beads are visible.
(65)

Thomas and Duffendack have indicated that

anode beads occur when occluded gases are liberated

from the anode under electron bombardment, no beading

being observed with completely outgassed electrodes.

Their observations were conducted in low pressure

discharge tubes and the results explained in terms of

streams of gas liberated locally from points on the

anode. The gas molecules issuing from the anode are to

some degree ionised, thereby neutralising a region

of the electron space charge cloud in the neighbourhood
■

of the anode. Gn their explanation, this favoured

channel was the means of producing an intense

electron beam of small cross section which by excitat-

ion of the gas molecules produced the beading.
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Such a mechanism cannot "be invoked at the high
#

pressures used in this present examination* Here the

anocle is surrounded "by nitrogen and any nitrogen

emitted from the anode under electronic or ionic

bombardment will not "be such as to materially affect

matters in the way postulated for a tube containing

gas under low pressures of the order of a fev; milli¬

metres of mercrry.

It has been observed in the present work that

the first bead alxwiys forms at the same place on a

given anode wire and that the spacing of the beads

along the anode preserves a constant geometry which

only changes when the anode is replaced by a new wire*

It is therefore thought more probable that the cause

of the beading has its origin in minor irregularities,

either in the wire itself, or caused by dust particles

of small size on the anode. Such prominences on the

anode will produce a local region of higher field

strength and electrons will be attracted preferent¬

ially to this point. If the field is high enough,

ionisation by collision will occur, forming a posit¬

ive space charge around the irregularity, thus

effectively extending the anode into the gap. In

gases of low excitation potentials, localised glow¬

ing will occur readily at such points. With higher

voltages, another small prominence will find itself

capable of maintaining a region of higher field
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strength in its proximity than that which prevails

near the surface of neighbouring portions of the

anode, and in like fashion, a second spot can occur.

From the observations mentioned above that the spots

become brighter with Increasing voltages, and that

the number of spots does not increase uniformly

with the current, it would appear that a new bead

does not occur when the current *o the previously

formed one becomes too great for stability, the

increasing current being accepted by the new bead.

The criterion for beading would appear to be the

setting up of a loeal region of higher field strength

in the gas surrounding an irregularity in the anode

surface•

These considerations somewhat modify and extend

the qualitative description of this phenomenon by
(61)

Rubens and Henderson to include the results of

the present work.

In the present work, beading has been shown to

occur only in nitrogen and nitrogen-argon mixtures

(see later), of the several gases studied. Of the

gases employed, nitrogen has the lowest value of the

First excitation Potential, being about 6.1 volts,

the observed values of this quantity for Helium,

Argon, oxygen and carbon dioxide being 19,75 volts,

11.57 volts, 7.9 volts and about 10 volts respective-
(67)

ly, so it is not surprising, that, with such
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fields as are found in the gap, with the relatively

high pressure, only nitrogen is found to exhibit the

effect. The excitation potential of oxygen is seen

to lie only 1,8 volts higher, "but it must "be recall-

ed that oxygen is an electron attaching gas while

none of the other gases mentioned above exhibit this

property, and thus electrons are less likely to

acquire as high energies as are found in other gases

under similar fields. The attachment probability
(68)

forming negative molecular ions has been shown

to be large for small electron energies • With

higher electron energies it is known that dissociat¬

ion of the oxygen molecule occurs, and that more

negative ions of atomic oxygen occur for electron

energies between 5 and 10 volts than for any other
(69

energy up to 60 electron volts , Streamer format¬

ion, producing a corona discharge, will depend to a

greater extent on photoionisation in the oxygen as

electrons emitted from the cathode will tend to

attach. The ionisatioi potential of oxygen is

relatively low, being about 12.5 volts, and the

observation that natural sparking occurs in the

absence of a source with currents of only 1 micro

-amp flowing suggests that in oxygen such streamers

as do occur have a definite probability of bridging

the gap causing sparking, rather than a visible

corona discharge.
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An effect similar to "beading at the anode was
(66)

observed many years ago by Lehmann using an air

discharge tube of large diameter and low pressures.

Such an effect has not been observed in the present

work:»

Oxygen - bitrogen Mixtures.

Having examined air and oxygen and nitrogen

separately, it is of interest to see what changes

a variation in the proportions of oxygen and nitro¬

gen would make to the counting characteristic.

With a similar counter arrangement to that employed

in the section previous, the Broadside counting

characteristic was obtained for three different

fillings, these being 6 cm. of oxygen with 71 cm.

of nitrogen, 20 cm. of oxygen with 57,1 cm. of

nitrogen, and 47.2 cm. of oxygen with 30 cm. of

nitrogen. The total pressure in all three cases

was the same to within 0.2 cm. of mercury pressure,

and in each case the anode corona was examined in

a darkened room to ensure that no beading was taking

place, the corona presenting in all three cases the

air-like sheath of luminescence, although with

larger proportions of oxygen, the corona was more

diffuse than in the ease of air.

These three graphs are presented in Fig. 38(a),

(b) and (c), respectively. It should be noted that the

sources employed in the three cases were different

no lnf&rme& em be drawn with regard to the

plateau counting rate.
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It \7ill be seen that with the smallest proport¬

ion of oxygen a very flat plateau region is obtained

which follows a most pronounced peal;, occupying the

first 100 volts of the counting characteristic.

From a visual examination of the electrode gap while

sparking was taking place, it was seen that the count¬

er was unstable in the region of the large peak. In

this voltage region large flashes were seen in the

gap and these flashes were seen to be recorded as

bursts of pulses of perhaps a dozen or more in the

scaler, .examination with a cathode ray oscillo¬

graph confirmed this. Instability was seen to exist

from 2825 volts to 2975 volts, the instability being

a maximum at 2850 volts and decreasing as the volt¬

age was raised. The instability at voltages above

2900 was very slight, and non-existent above 2975

volts.

Thus instability, appearing as it does in the

shape of bursts of multiple counts, is the cause of

the sharp peak in the Broadside characteristic having

a magnitude corresponding tc a counting; rate four

times as large as the plateau, region counting rate.

Bo sign of any multiple discharges appeared at high¬

er voltages, so for higher voltages good and reprod¬

ucible counting can be expected on the long plateau

obtained.

As is to be expected, Fig. 38(b) presents a
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counting curve more akin to those previously describ¬

ed for air, as the gas mixture was not greatly differ¬

ent from air, taken to be 15 cm, of oxygen and 61 em.

of nitrogen. There is no point of special interest

in this curve.

In the third graph quite a different curve is

obtained. The curve exhibits neither the sharp peak

nor the flat maximum counting rate normally associat¬

ed with oxygen-nitrogen mixtures, nor is there any

appreciable plateau. A similar graph was obtained

for 38 cm. of oxygen and the same pressure of nitro¬

gen, Thus the shape of the characteristic changes

violently between fillings consisting of 20 cm. of

oxygen with 57.1 cm. of nitrogen, and 38 cm. of

oxygen with 38 cm. of nitrogen, that is between

mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen having oxygen

and oxygen. Too great a percentage of oxygen

has an adverse effect on counter operation with

nitrogen.
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/.rgon-Iiitrogen klxturos. with, on exactly stellar

counter to that employed in the previous ohserrations ,

tests were carried out to see if Argon-nitrogen'

dlectures were suitable as spark counter gases* 10 eat*

of Argon was added to 64*4 em. of nitrogen and here

again it was observed that a beaded corona was obtain*

ed, sparks passing to the luminous regions of the

anode on irradiation of the gap by alpha particles.

This mixture was pumped out and replaced by one

consisting of 20 cms. or Argon and 54 cms. of nitro¬

gen, A beaded corona was again obtained, the beads

of light being smaller than in the previous case.

The quiescent current flowing at the sparking (count¬

ing) threshold was 80 microamps, the sparking begin¬

ning at the most favourable point in the gap. This

mixture was then pumped down to 32 cm, of mercury

pressure, when quiescent currents at counting thresh¬

old x?ere observed to be of the order of 150 nieroamps.

At this pressure sparks no longer occurred in the dis¬

crete manner observed at atmospheric pressure, but

appeared as large flashes passing along the counter

anode wire, one way or the other from the point of

origin. The duration of this discharge could vary

from 350 to 1,000 microseconds. It was observed that

the discharge required about 1 millisecond to pass

1 cm. along the wire.

On increasing the percentage of Argon until

54 cm. of Argon were added to 20 cm. of nitrogen, it
was seen that the beading gradiially gave place ±9 a
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sheatii 111c© corona, but with such mixtures multiple

pulses were seen to occur too frequently for much

reliance to be placed in the results obtainedt and in

view of these disadvantages, further work on Argon*

nitrogen mixtures was discontinued.

Carbon Dioxide, In carbon dioxide, the Spark

counter in the absence of a source of alpha particles

exhibits no corona discharge with applied voltages up

to about 4,000. At such voltages the dark current is

very small, usually being too small to register on a

mieroammeter.

With a pressure of 74,4cm ofcarbon dioxide the

counting characteristic has a threshold at about

2960 volts, continuous discharge setting in about

50 volts higher. The counting characteristic shows

a rising counting rate with voltage throughout the

50 volts. As the curve is similar to Argon and Hel¬

ium, no useful purpose will be served by presenting

a graph of the curve. In this gas, also, double

counts were observed to increase in number with

voltage, the pulses being about 100 microseconds

apart.

It was found that mixing oxygen with this gas did

not improve matters at all, mixtures consisting of

13,7 cm. oxygen v/ith 60.7 cm. carbon dioxide, and

32.7 cm. oxygen with 41.7 cm. carbon dioxide being

examined,.
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Mixtures of this gas with nitrogen showed some

improvement as will he seen from Fig, 39, the slope

of the so-called plateau region here demonstrated

"being 0*24£ per volt, for a mixture of 20 cm. of

carbon dioxide and 56,2 cm. of nitrogen.

This experiment concludes the work performed on

the spark counter in various gases and gaseous

mixtures. From what has gone before, it will be seen

that oxygen produces the most suitable counting

characteristic for a single gas, while Argon-Air and

Oxygen-nitrogen would appear to be generally suitable

as a counter filling. The rare gases employed, Feliun
\

and Argon, are not suitable, nor is carbon dioxide or

nitrogen, the latter due to the corona beads observed.

It would appear that unless nitrogen is present

in the gas surrounding the electrodes no visible cor¬

ona discharge is obtained with voltages up to 4,000

in the electrode geometries employed.

It is interesting to note that the threshold in

Kelluia is much lower than that in Argon, a result

similar to that found in the examination of Geiger
(70)

counter fillings. The ionlsation potential of

Helium is higher than that of Argon, but the graphs of
>L JL
~y as a function of /\ , being Townsendfs

first coefficient,/4- the gas pressure in mm. of mercury
(71 )(72)

and X the field strength, for these t?/o gases

shows that ~ir for Helium is greater than correspond-
r*

X

ing values for Argon up to an value of 80, above
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which value Arcon exhibits a larger value than
(73 )(74)

Helium. As the quantity represents the

number of new electrons produced by one electron in

advancing 1 cm, in the field direction, the signific¬

ance of the ~r- ratio will be at once apparent,

Collision cross-sections for these two gases
(75)

have been observed by Hormand as a function of

the electron energy. This cross-section, while not

differientiating between the various types of collis¬

ion, is greater for Argon for electron energies above

4 volts. For smaller energies the cross-section in

Helium is greater.

A calculation of the maximum values of in the

electrode gaps employed in the work on Helium and

Argon revealed that in both eases Gt the anode

surface was less then 10, being about 7 for helium and

9 for Argon. In this region is much larger for

Helium than for Argon. The fact that the collision

cross section is larger in Argon, indicates that the

mean free path in Helium is greater than that in

Argon. In this' way, electrons moving through the

former gas can acquire greater energies between coll¬

isions and thus the probability of ionisation is

greater. Helium is more transparent than Argon to

short wave photons and thus photoelectric processes

at the cathode are favoured in Helium. From these

considerations it will be clear that a larger aval¬

anche can be expected in Helium than in Argon from a
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given ionising event under the same conditions in

both, gases. That the threshold in Helium is observed

to be lower is thus in accordance with known data.

That no corona should be visible in Carbon

dioxide is understandable when it is recalled that

triatomie gases exhibit a diffuse rotational structure

in their absorption bands. Also, Carbon dioxide is

thought to have a low dissociation potential. Thus it

is not surprising that in the fields employed, electro

rons do not achieve high enough energies to cause

measurable corona currents on a microammeter Mien

using this gas by itself. The observation of a vis¬

ible corona in nitrogen-argon mixtures while none

appears in the nitrogen-carbon dioxide mixtures exam¬

ined is likewise in accord with the above.
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13 • ,gIL: SITCTEIC mm HdgiOHdiice.

The existence of an electrical wind has "been

demonstrated in the ease of a counter having a plate

cathode, about 1 em, square. The wind has its origin

in the electrode gap and only occurs in the presence

of the anode corona discharge. The wind proceeds

from the gap in "both directions normal to the plane

of symmetry, and is strongest in the central region

of the gap, ITo evidence of such an effect in any

other direction has been obtained. The direction of

the wind can be readily observed and localised by

moans of a small gas jet, the wind being of ouch a

force as to extinguish such a flame held within 1

cm, of the anode in the full stream of the draught.

The presence of this violent agitation of the

air in the neighbourhood of the wire-plate counter

was confirmed by placing the latter in a smolce

chamber. The above-mentioned directional properties

were at once confirmed.

This wind has not been observed with any other

form of cathode. A wire cathode 4.6 mm. in diameter

produced no detectable wind current and similar

negative results were obtained with other types of

convex cathodes. The effect cannot bo looked for in

the case of the hollow cylinder cathode for geomet¬

rical reasons. On removing the anode altogether and

applying the same high negative potential to the

cathode plate, no wind was observed.
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It Is concluded that this effect is only oh-

served when very large quiescent currents are helag

drawn in the presence of the visible discharge around

the anode, hence the effect with the plate hut not

with the wire cathode, although the largest wire

cathode presented nearly half as large a surface area

to the emitted photons as did the plate.
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14 • TEE CATHODE DEPOSED.

While operating a spark counter in air it xma

observed that small amounts of a "black deposit formed

on the cathode. The criterion for this deposition to

occur was the establishment of the anode corona,

sparking not "being essential to its production. The

region of the cathode directly "below the anode wire

did not collect this substance, the deposit accumul¬

ating preferentially iust outside this region. Thus

the entire cathode did not become covered with this

deposit.

The deposit collected only in the presence of the

corona, and occurred in the open air and also in a

bell 3ar using filtered air. It was originally

thought that the deposit may contain the anode or

cathode metals, either as the metal itself or as a
'

compound with oxygen, as the appearance suggested this

to be probable.

Eo trace of the cathode material (copper) eould

be detected chemically^. the deposit refusing to go

into solution with boiling aqua regia, nor would the

deposit change colour on being heated in a stream of

hydrogen.

The deposit was finally disEDlvod in a mixture of

Perchloric, Sulphuric and nitric acids, and a test with

Toluene 3-4 1)1 thiol after the maimer prescribed by
(76)

Miller gave no indication of the presence of
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Tungsten, a3.though this is an .extremely sensitive

test.

Further investigation revealed that greater

care in the air filtration reduced the yield of depos¬

it. Before switching on the voltage, the chamber

containing the counter had to be carefully washed out*

A "Hivac" pump was used to reduce the air pressure

in the chamber suddenly, thus, by condensation,

removing dust particles from the air. This proced¬

ure was repeated about a dozen times, each time the

air being completely pumped out and replaced by air

filtered by passing through a pad, about a yard long,

of compressed cotton wool contained in a glass tube.

After this treatment only a very gradual deposition

took place. Further chemical tests indicated the

presence of minute traces of Silica amongst other

things .

It can be concluded, therefore, that the orig¬

inal idea of electrode origin for this black sub¬

stance is xTrong, and that it is nothing more than

dust collected from the gas in the chamber even when

the gas has been subjected to some degree of purific¬

ation. The deposition is not observable with volt¬

ages below corona onset, but is observed with all

gases and gaseous mixtures exhibiting corona. That

dust is collected rapidly only in the presence of

the corona light, indicates that suspended dust

particles in the air or gas used are ionised by the

short wave photons so produced. The resulting
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positively charged particles migrate slowly to tho

cathode, and tend to converge on regions of highest

field strength. Space charge effects due to the

eorona will reduce the field at the cathode surface

directly helow the anode in the plane of symmetry of

the counter and thus this area of the cathode is left

clear of the deposit. The deposit will therefore

collect most intensely 3ust "beyond the perimeter of
(77 )(78 )

this region as is oh served, lenard, nearly

fifty years ago in his experiments on the ionisation

of unfiltered gases "by light, obtained values of the

mobility of the positive ions so formed which were so

low as to leave no doubt that the positive ions were
(79) (80)

dust particles , C.T,H, Wilson, using the

cloud chamber, produced further evidence to support

this view.
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15, DIRECTIOtlAL EFFECTS .

It has "been observed that the counter in all

its forms displays certain "directional" effects*

In the Broadside position, if the direction of the

incident alpha particle beam is altered to be other

than that of the normal to the plane of symmetry, the

counting rate is observed to fall. The counter

therefore displays a variable sensitivity, this being

a maximum when the direction of incidence is normal

to the plane of symmetry. The counter has a very

small sensitivity for alpha particles whose direct¬

ion is that of the axes of the electrode^

In a similar way, in the aid-on position, the

counting rate falls as the alpha particle beam is

rotated in the plane containing the axes of the two

electrodes, to make increasing angles with the prin¬

cipal normal to the two axes. This effect can be

explained in terms of the nature of the spark dis¬

charge and the electrostatic fields.

In the Broadside ease, when an alpha particle

passes through the counter gap normal to the plane of

symmetry, the electrons produced in the sensitive

region can all be ex eeted to converge on the anode

from the nature of the field. The lateral diffusion

of the electrons in the direction along the anode

wire will be small and thus a dense local concen¬

tration of electrons will arrive at the anode. It
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has been shovm in earlier sections of this chapter

that the probability of a spark occurring depends

on the magnitude of the initial ionisihg event in the

sensitive region of the counter. In other words, the

probability of sparking will depend on the density

of the electron avalanche reaching the anode, itien

an alpha particle traverses the gap obliquely, all

the electrons are no longer collected and concentrated

by the field to arrive at one locality on the anode

surface. The avalanche is diffuse and arrives at the

anode over a considerable length of electrode. The

more oblique the incidence of the ionising particle,

the more dispersed along the anode will the avalanche

be, and under such circumstances the probability of

sparking will be reduced correspondingly.

In like fashion the avalanche produced by an

alpha particle traversing the gap from the iSid-on

position in the direction of the normal to both

electrode axes is highly localised. When an alpha

particle enters the gap obliquely, the avalanche

reaching any point on the anode is reduced, the total

number of electrons being dispersed along a section

of the anode. The size of the avalanehe arriving

locally decreases with the obliquity of the alpha

particle trajectory across the sensitive region, and

thus as in the Broadside case, the spark probability

falls, even although the same number of alpha part¬

icles are passing through the sensitive region per
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second for all orientations. The extreme case is

reached when alpha particles pass into the sensitive

region in the direction of the electrode axes,* In

this ease, as has been observed experimentally, only

a small probability of sparking can be expected, the

probability varying from point to point along the

direction of the electrode axes with the specific

ionisation of the individual alpha particles.
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CHAPT3R 4<

TEL DIFFER. ,KT IAX COULTER.

From the description which has "been given of

the properties of a single sparl: counter, it trf.ll be

seen that no effect investigated would be expected to

preclude the successful operation of two such counters

placed close together, so an attempt was made to con¬

struct a differential counter, consisting of two

counters having wire cathodes mounted so that their

planes of symmetry were parallel and vertical, and

situated about 2 mm, apart, the counters being placed

one behind the other, so that alpha particles approach

-lug this arrangement from the Broadside position

could pass through the gap of each electrode system,

provided the range of the alpha particles was suffic¬

ient, With two such counters in operation in air,

if the outputs from their respective quench circuits

were taken to an anticoincidence unit, so that counts |

were only recorded when the first counter, nearer the
.

source, was sparking alone, alpha particle ranges

would be obtained with some degree of accuracy, for

as the source was brought nearer the double counter,

at first only the counter nearer the source would be ,

activated and the anticoincidence counting rate would

rise rapidly as the range was decreased by small

amounts. Once the alpha partieles were able to reach

the second counter, coincidences would be expected as

the ionisation of the one aJ plia particle couia then
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cause both gape to breaij&own, rhe anticoincidence

countisg rate nould theref0*0 roach o raaxinur and

subsequently doorcase as the alpha particle range was

decreased, falling, la theory, to a snail value wkon

the peal of the fragg carve for the alpha particle

boas coincided with the central plane of the twin

counters. It could not to expected in practice that

the anticoincidence ©canting rate could approach zero

under these conditions for several reasons* The solid

angle subtended at the source by the roar counter

would always be loss than that subtended by the front

counter free purely geometrical considerations, if

both gaps had the oacc spacing* ".loo, the outiro gap

cannot bo regarded as of uniform sensitivity so an

alpha particle nay pass through a sensitive region in

the first counter and enter an insensitive region

round the anode in the second thereby failing to pro¬

duce sparking in the second* Such an ©vent would bo_

recorded as an JlntIcoincidence* Alpha particloo v.hlcb;
do not produce their aaxtoo® ionisation in the 'gap have

■

a smaller probability of being recorded and thus it is

to be expected t5at sous alpha particles which tr-ro¬

vers© both, gaps will cause one counter to break down

and not the other, as ovent tihlch my or my not bo

recorded us on anticoincidence depending on whet!.or or

not the front courier was the one activated* in
,

arrangement of this kind can produce results of value
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only If the spark pulses are sharp, ana of short

duration* Furthermore, there must "be no "spark delay'1

after the initial ionising event of such a duration as

to cause coincidences to "be missed. The spark delay

which can he tolerated is governed largely by the

recovering time of the trailing edge of the sharp

pulse, (the leading edge being known to be of small

duration), and the anticoincidence circuit employed.

Also no results of value could be expected if tho

efficiency of the gap for alpha particlo counting

had been shown to be other than of a high order,
I

.

Finally it is of the first importance to ensure that

the two counters comprising the differential arrange*
.

ment are independent in action of one another and that

the counting rate against voltage curve exhibits a

region where reproduciblo counting can be expected,

such a region being that corresponding to the flat

maximum of the ordinary Broadside counting character¬

istic for a single counter.

preliminary experiments began with two quite

separate spark counters fed from the same power supply.

It was noticed that when one counter was sparking and

recording alpha particles, the other was also dis¬

charging. Gn practically every occasion when the

first counter broke down the second did likewise, even

though the two counters were separated by more than

two feet. This offect was traced to the common imped-
*

anee in the power supply output circuit, Gn one

f i
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counter breaking down, a reflected voltage pulse

caused the second to discharge also, and the two

discharges occurred within a very short time of one

another, The use of separate power supplies recti¬

fied this natter# Visual observation of the processes

in the two counters was made easy by connecting the

outputs of the two quench circuits to the separate

traces of a double beam cathode ray oscillograph.

Thus at a glance it can be seen whether or not both

counters are breaking down simultaneously. This

technique was employed throughout the development of

the double counter.

when two counters were mounted two or throe

millemetres apart, to form a twin system, it was found

in general that sparking in both would occur even if

alpha particles could not reach the rear counter and

that a slowly rising counting characteristic was ob¬

tained .

The coupling of the two counters was examined first.

With a conventional quench circuit consisting of a

5 and a 0.01 megohm in series with 10 micro-micro-

farads across the 5 megohm resistor and .005 micro¬

farads across the smaller resistor, the spark obtained

is bright and intense. Indicative of large photon

production. It is not surprising that, with two 3park

counters placed only 2 or 3 millimetres apart, when a
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spark occurs in one, a similar event takes place in

the other# having regard to sudden collapse of the

electrostatic field of the first counter which, "being

so close, has a marked effect on that of the other#

The only way which has "been found, of removing the

coupling "between the two gaps is to arrange for the

smallest capacity consistent with stability to "be

incorporated in the quench circuit# It was found that

if no capacity at all was employed, the two resistors

acting alone as the quench circuit, stable operation

could not be obtained above 3500 volts# hi such

cases the quench action was poor and many double or

multiple counts could be recorded from the one init¬

ial ionising event. Bearing in mind the statements

made earlier in this paper that the minimum value of
t

the time constant found suitable for reliable court¬

ing was 20 microseconds and tbat the brilliance of

the spark di3cliarge depended on the total capacity

of the quench circuit, an attempt to overcome coup¬

ling ivas made oy Modifying the quench circuit to 10

megohms with 2 micro-micro farads across it, in

series with 0#01 megohms with 0#002 micro farads

across it. This modification was found to be success¬

ful and examination with a cathode ray tube revealed

that when the source-counter distance was such that

alpha particles were reaching the first gap but not
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the second, sparks were occurring in the first

counter only. Small pulses were seen on the oscillo¬

graph trace of the second counter duo to induction

effects on the collapse of the field when spark

"breakdown occurred in the first, These pulses were

ahout one-sixth of the amplitude of a spark pulse.

As it was not found possible to eliminate these

inductive pulses entirely, the anticoincidence

circuit employed must he such as to discriminate

between the larger spark pulses and the smaller

inductive pulses.

Having secured independent operation for the

counters an attempt was made to obtain a satisfactory

counting characteristic. This could be achieved

only by employing two counters having the same

orientation in space as shown in Fig, 40(a), With

opposing orientations as shown in Fig, 40(b) no

flat maximum region could be obtained in the Broad¬

side position. Clearly this is due to the interact¬

ion of the fields. With the arrangement of Fig, 40(a ),

three counting characteristics are obtainable.

Keeping the rear counter at a fixed voltage, the

counting curve can be obtained for the front counter

in the usual manner, with the front counter at a

fixed voltage, the counting curve is likewise obtain¬

ed for the rear counter. The third curve is the

counting rate of either counter, usually the front

one, obtained when the voltages on both counters

are Mng varied together, the sane voltage being
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applied to the two counters which have "been adjusted

to he of as nearly the same geometry as possible•
*

The general shape of this last curve is very similar

to that found for a single counter, using the Broad¬

side position, The curves obtained in the first two

cases fall only slowly with volts from the flat maxi¬

mum, and reach a much lower threshold value, In Fig,

41 , which shows three such curves, only the

important region of the curves near the flat maximum

is shown, such graphs being typical of those obtained

in a series of measurements of this property cf the

double counter. From such a triad of curves for a

given counter, the most suitable voltages can at once

be obtained and all range determinations 'were effected

using these values.

Having succeeded in achieving the independent

and reproducible counting action of the double counter

attention was turned to the anticoincidence arrange¬

ment to be employed. Two such circuits were built

and successfully operated, the first being more com¬

plex in design and action and the latter model simpler'

and equally, if not more, efficient. Fig. 42 shows

the circuit of the first anticoincidence device, with

the quench circuits of the front and rear counters as

shown. The essentials of its operation i3 as follows.

The valve employed is a VR116, an indirectly heated

6.3 volt filament) pentode wnose suppressor grid,

nstead of being brought to the cathode internally, is

i
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taken to a separate pin in the valve base. The grid

and suppressor voltage bases are 9.5 and 20

volts respectively, With large pulses being applied

to the grids, control and suppressor, as shown,

automatic biasing of the valve is insufficient, To

ensure satisfactory operation a bleeder is taken from

the high tension line, consisting of JLQCK and 250 ohm

resistances, the symbol "Kn meaning "Thousands of

ohms," as is the standard nomenclature* The cathode

is connected to the junction of these resistors, the

smaller of which is bypassed by a 50 microfarad elec¬

trolytic condenser. Thus a positive cathode bias of

4 volts was achieved under normal operating conditions,

normally, the potentials of the control grid and

suppressor grid were zero, both being connected to

earth via a 1GK resistor* vlien the front counter

sparks alone, a negative pulse is applied to the

suppressor, from the quench circuit, by way of the

discriminator, this latter unit consisting of a

positively biased diode which effectively cuts out the

small inductive pulses mentioned earlier* IMless the

negative pulse from the qutoeh circuit is greater in

amplitude than the positive bias on the cathode of the

diode, that pulse will not pass through the diode

for application to the suppressor grid* with a

regative pulse on the suppressor, then, the anode
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current or a large part of it will "be unable to

proceed to the anode for the duration of this pulse *

The current is therefore diverted to the screen grid

which is maintained positive and is normally drawing

current. This current pulse at the screen causes a

suddenly increased voltage drop to "be observed at the
'

end of the 4-.7K resistor attached to the screen and

thus a negative pulse is fed out to the scalar.

Should the rear counter spark simultaneously with the

front, giving a coincidence, a pulse arrives at the

control grid at the same time as a pulse arrives at

the- suppressor. A negative pulse on the control grid

will cut the valve off, reducing the current to aero

quite irrespective of what is happening 021 other

grids. Therefore the screen current falls to zero,

and the screen voltage rises producing a positive

pulse, likewise should the roar counter spark alone, !
a positive output pulse is obtained from the grid.

Thus for anticoincidences to register in which the

front counter is sparking alone, the scalar should be

set to record negative pulses only. It will be

realised that pulses of at least 2 volts amplitude

should be employed for application to the sCalcr. In

order to equalise the positive and negative pulses at

the screen a much smaller pulse is required on the

control grid than on the suppressor, one tenth being

found suitable as will be found from the quench
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circuit constants, as the grid to screen amplification
\

is much larger than the suppressor to screen amplifies!:

-ion, Only a very small positive discriminator "bias
■

mis needed to prevent the break through of the induct¬

ive pulses#

The second anticoincidence circuit employed the

cathode courled amplifier, first described by
(81}<82)(83)

Sehmitt* In this circuit, two valves have a

common cathode impedance. If a negative poise arrives

at the grid of the first value, the valve's anode

current is reduced. A positive pulse appears at the

anode of that valve. As the current through the

common cathode load is reduced, the cathode voltage

falls. This is equivalent to a rise in the grid volt¬

age of the second, valve, the cathode voltage remaining

fixed, and so at the anode of this valve a negative

pul3e of nearly the same amplitude as the positive

pulse on the first anode is obtained. Tho grid pulses

therefore are amplified by the gain of the valve to

produce the anode pulses. Pig. 43 shows the actual

Circuit used in this work. An ECC 31 valve serves as

both valves, it being a double triode. The cathode

resistor should be largo compared with the reciprocal

of the mutual conductance for efficient working. The

mutual conductance is given as 2.3 milllamps. per volt

for standard operating conditions (Va ■ 250v.;
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V m -4,6v.; L • 6mA), The reciprocal of this
© '

value gives 435 ohms so a 5f000 ohm resistor is

suitable. In practice it was found with this circuit*

that the cathode current was 5mA, 2.5mA passing tiircigh

each section of the valve. So the slope of the valve will

will "be less than the value given above. To compen¬

sate for this large voltage drop in the cathode, the

two grids arc positively biased to ♦ 19 volts, thus

leaving a residual negative grid bias of -6 volts with

res ect to the cathode. The anode loads are 1000

ohms and the output of anticoincidence pulses is

taken from the second ancc?e, this being the anode

corresponding to the valve whose grid receives the

pulses from the rear counter. The function of this

arrangement is as follows. If the front counter

sparks alone, then, as has been described, the pulse

at the first anode is positive and that at the second

anode is negative. If a coincidence occurs and

negative pulses are applied to both grids simultan-

cously, only a small positive pulse will appear at

each anode owing to the almost complete cancellation

of the pulses arriving at the respective anodes. If

the rear counter sparks while the front does not

breakdown, then the front anode displays a negative

pulse and the rear anode a positive pulse. The out¬

put is taken from the second, or rear, anode and for

anticoincidence registration the scalar should be
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ad^usted to accept only negative piilsesf It will bo

observed that no provision has been made to remove

the inductive pulses. These pulses are snail however,

being only about one-sixth the amplitude of the spark

pulse# Thus when the front counter sparks alone, this

small negative pulse appears at the grid of the

second trio&e, producing a small positive pulse at the

anode of this valve, which reduces the amplitude of

the large negative pulse somewhat, but in no case

would the negative pulse fail to be recorded as such,

due to the presence of the small positive pulse.

The use of screened leads in the two units

described abovo should be restricted to the HT lead

to the valve and the lead to the scaler. The capacity

of even short lengths of shielded cable is more than

enough to create bright, intense sparks if connected

to the quench circuit, with the result that both

counters record simultaneously, A further disadvantage

of such cable is the distortion produced in the pulse

shape, the pulse being usually widened by eapacitative

action.

There is one important feature of the double

counter which merits consideration. This is the

effect of the adjacent electrodes on each individual

counter, together with the voltages on each under

operational conditions. Electrostatic effects are

found to play a na^or role in determining the propert¬

ies and action of the two counters. For example, the
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quiescent current flowing through the gap of one

counter when both counters have a voltage applied,

depends on the voltage on each counter and not ;Just

on the voltage on the single counter whose current

is being measured* The quiescent current flowing

in one counter is closely that which is found to flow

in a single counter having the sane geometrical

construction and electrical conditions, hut in the

double arrangement, if voltages up to 4,000 are

applied to one counter alone, the second counter

having no voltage applied to it, then no quiescent

current recordable on a microamneter flows. For

quiescent current to flow, both counters must have a

certain minimum voltage applied to then. With the

two anticoincidence circuits described above, a series

of differential range curves have been obtained, a

typical example being shown in Fig. J-r-h , the alpha

particles being those from ThCf. It will bo clear,

that the extreme end portion of the range curve is

that due to the front counter alone as the alpha

particles fail to reach the rear counter, which lies

2 mm. behind the front one. From such a differential

curve, an extrapolated value of the range can be ob¬

tained. For ThCf alpha particles the mean of six

determinations gave a falue of 8.49 i" .02 cm. at

15 °C and 760 mm. pressure. It therefore appears

that, owing to the proximity of the second olectrodo
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system, a larger ionising event is needed in the

double counter to produce the same probability of

sparking. The single counting rate of the first

counter of the twin arrangement shows a more rapid

fall with reducing range than that found for a single

isolated counter under similar conditions. However,

the absolute range as determined by the spar!- counter

is not of the first importance although it does throw

light on the mechanisms involved. With any given

counter arrangement, the system can be calibrated

with some standard alpha particle range such as ThCt,

and thereafter relative ranges can be obtained with

respect to this standard. Such a procedure has been

undertaken with the alpha particles of ThC and ThC*•

it 15°C and 760 mm., a single counter yielded a

value of the difference between the extremities of

the ranges of these two alpha particle groups as

3.90 - .015 cm. and a value of 3.84= - .015 cm.

as the extrapolated range difference, while a double

counter gave 3.86 ^ .OS cms. and 3.83 * .02 cm.

respectively for these values. The corresponding
(57)

values found by Henderson are 3.88 and 3.838 cm.

with further improvements in the technique of

range measurement it is hoped that greater precision

can be achieved in this work.
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A-DijDPUM I.

1

In Chapter I of the thesis it is mentioned that

radioactive material was found to bo collected on a

positive as well as on a negative button placed in

the Radio Thorium pot. More specifically, the effect

observed was that a button charged positively with

respect to the cylinder of the collecting chamber

exhibited an activity about six tines greater than

that found on a similar button to which a negative

voltage had been applied. 'The ratio of the activities

was measured by counting under standard conditions the

Th C* alpha particles with a spark counter, the posit¬

ive and negative buttons having been exposed for 24

hour3 each in the Radio Thorium pot. Further checks

with 1 hour exposures taken consecutively confirmed

these findings. Geiger counters were used to record

the activity and again a similar figure was obtain¬

ed for the ratio of the source strengths.

It was thought that the positive button may be

collecting Radio Thorium as a fine dust, but a range

curve taken with the spark counter revealed only the

two alpha particle groups of 'i'h C and Th C*. Certain¬

ly, the amount of Radio Thorium necessary to increase

the activity sixfold would have been sufficient to

reveal the 4.0 cm. alphas from Itself, together with

the ranges due to Thorium X (4.4 en.); Thoron (5.1 cm.)

and Thorium A (5.7 em.). Positive buttons having



short (1 hour) exposures had their activity checked

against the computed theoretical values over a period

of 2 hours and the rise in activity was in accord

with theory* Further a positive "button was allowed

to decay and over a period of 30 hours the activity

was found to fall with a half value period of about

10*6 hours. It was therefore concluded that no

radioactive material in any quantity other than the

active deposit of Thorium vms present on the "buttons.

At the tine these experiments were performed

the Radio Thorium pot had "been in action for a

period of about 2 years. The initial quantity of

Radio Thorium was 50 me. so the activity present

would be about 25mC. A second Radio Thorium pot was

available in 'which a quantity (about 1 mC) of Radio

Thorium had been placed, and a similar result was

obtained with positive and negative buttons activated

in it. The effect was not localised to one pot

therefore. Other workers in .Edinburgh attempted the

collection of Radium active deposit with positive and
negative foils exposed to a dry emanating source of

Radium of 5mC activity but obtained only small

activities on positively charged foils.

Much work has been done on the subject of radio-
(1)

active recoil principally before 1915 and from a

survey of the literature it would appear that the

early workers are in agreement that only a few per

cent of the activity of a negative plate appears on



a similar plate positively charged.

Frequently the charge on the recoil atoms was

determined in a vacuum using the method of deflection

in magnetic or electro-static fields and all the

evidence collected is in agreement (save for the
<2)<7)

results of Wertenstein ) that the recoil atoms
V,

are positively charged, Wertenstein showed that in

extreme vacuum the atoms "bore no charge at all, and

as far as ean he observed, no worker has previously

observed a greater collection of active material by
(3)(8 )(9 )(10)

recoil on a positive plate than on a negative one ,

The work on this phenomena is in its early stages

at vresent and further experiments are expected to

elucidate the mechanism. At the moment it is thought

that some degree of negative ion formation is occurr¬

ing under intense radioactive bombardment in a small

confined space, the collection talcing place in humid

air at atmospheric pressure, but until these researches

are undertaken, too much speculation is only likely to

cloud the issue,
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ADIkllDULl 2.

'

l
Turing the course of the present work an

attempt was made to record the passage of protons

through the spark counter gap. The protons used

were 'knock on" particles produced "by the alpha

bombardment of Polythene, A Polonium source about

1 mC in strength was used with Polythene foils of

14.7 ana 6.3 mgm/sq.. cm., the source being placed

directly behind the foil of Hydrogenous material

while the foil - counter distance was varied between

3 and 30 cms. At no time could it be said that

sparking occurred due to the incidence of Protons.
(i)

Chadwick and Biolor using paraffin wax as their

hydrogenous material, showed that the yield of

protons rose with the energy of the incident alpha

particle so Thorium active deposit was used as a

source of alpha particles of greater energy, nven

with these more energetic particles, proton counting

did not occur. The spark counter was operated as

usual in air, and with Th C1 alpha activities of the

order of 5 mC only negative results could be obtained.

Polysty *ene foils of 1 ngm/sq.. cm. were also employed
|

with no improvement.

The specific ionisation of "knock-on" protons

will be low and it is considered probable that such

protons as were produced were unable to be the origin



of on avalanche of sparking magnitude and were

therefore unrecorded "by the counter•
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PROPERTIES OF THE oc-PARTICLE
SPARK COUNTER

By R. D. CONNOR
Department of Natural Philosophy, University of

Edinburgh

IT is the object of this communication to give apreliminary account of certain investigations of
the Rosenblum-type spark counter for a-particles.
In the course of this work it has been shown that the
original wire-plate arrangement1 is a particular case
of a more general type of counter in which the anode
is a fine wire and the cathode may be convex, planar
or concave with respect to the anode, all these
counters operating in air at atmospheric pressure,
with electrode separations of the order of 1 mm.

The anode should be a wire of about 0-05 mm.

diameter and, since it is important that this wire be
kept taut, it should be of a material capable of with¬
standing considerable tension. Tungsten was chosen
as the most suitable anode material on this account.
Several cathode materials have been tested, and
copper and brass have been found to be as good as
any others, the cathode surface being polished to
remove irregularities. If a wire cathode is used to
give a convex cathode surface, the diameter of the
cathode should be several times that of the anode
wire, the axes of the two electrodes being parallel.
Using a hollow cylinder to give a concave cathode, a
slit or window should be provided in the cylinder to
permit entry of the a-particles into the sensitive
volume.

With the cathode connected to a negative high-
tension supply, stabilized but variable up to 4 kV.,
and a resistance-capacity potentiometer connected
from anode to earth, such arrangements have been
found to be simple and convenient a-counters, giving
visible and audible sparks when a source is brought
within a-range of the counter. The potentiometer
serves to quench the spark discharge ; also, by
tapping off a small fraction of the impedance of the
potentiometer, a pulse of suitable size can be obtained
for the operation of a scaler or cathode ray oscillo¬
graph. In this connexion it has been shown that the
pulse developed across the total quench impedance is
approximately equal to the voltage appearing across
the electrode gap prior to discharge. "The leading



edge of the pulse is sharp, the time of rise being
estimated as less than 10-' sec. The recovery-time is
largely determined by the time-constant of the
quench circuit, and values of the order of 50 (/sec.
have been found convenient. It has not been found
possible to achieve stable operation when the time-
constant is less than about 20 usee.

For the counter to spark, the electron avalanche
reaching the anode must exceed a critical size. The
probability of sparking will therefore be a function
of the gas pressure, the geometrical arrangement and
applied voltage which produces the field in the
electrode gap, and the specific ionization of the
a-particle in the sensitive region of the counter. It is
found experimentally, over a wide variety of con¬
ditions, that the counting efficiency varies with the
residual range of the a-particle, being a maximum
when the residual range is small. S-Rays are not
counted, the avalanches they create being insufficient
to produce a spark; also, in the absence of an
x-emitting contamination, the background is zero.
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Fig. 1. 'Broadside position.' Gas. air (pressure 76-7 cm. mercury). Anode wire, tungsten 0-05 mm.
diameter. Cathode wire, copper 0-9 mm. diameter. Electrode spacing 0-75 mm.

Fig. 2. 'End-on position.' Same counter as in lug 1
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Fig. 3. 'Broadside position.' Gas, oxygen (pressure 75 cm.
mercury). Anode wire, tungsten 0-05 mm. diameter. Cathode
wire, copper 0-86 mm. diameter. Electrode spacing 0-625 mm.

In all its forms the spark counter is 'directional',
having greatest sensitivity for a-particles arriving
normally to the anode wire and very small sensitivity
for particles entering parallel to the electrodes. With
a wire or plate cathode, two 'principal' directions,
both at right angles to the axis, must be distinguished,
namely, 'broadside', in which the particles pass between
the electrodes and perpendicular to the plane of
symmetry of the system, and 'end-on', in which the
particles arrive parallel to that plane. Typical
counting characteristics for these arrangements are
shown herewith (Figs. 1-4), ordinates giving counting-
rates and abscissa} voltages between cathode and
earth.

It will be observed that the characteristics for
counters operating in air are not typical of those
obtained with other gases. In air, near the counting
threshold and in the absence of a source, a corona

spreads evenly over the anode surface, and it would
seem that it is this quiescent discharge which pro¬
duces comparatively large space charges in the gap,
giving the air counter its long counting plateau. The
corona exhibits the spectrum of molecular nitrogen
in the visible and those of nitrogen and nitric oxide
in the ultra-violet, much as is obtained from an air
Geissler tube, with some variation in the relative
band intensities.

No corona is visible in oxygen, carbon dioxide,
argon or mixtures of these gases at pressures approx¬
imately atmospheric, and the voltage-range from
threshold to continuous discharge in all cases is small,
being of the order of 100 volts for gas mixtures and



Volts
Fig. 4. 'Broadside position.' 69 cm. argon + 7 cm. air. Same

counter as in Fig. 3

less for 'pure' (tank) gases. The plateaux obtained
with the mixed gases are usually not more than
20-30 volts long, while a pure gas frequently fails to
give any plateau at all. Using tank nitrogen alone, a
beaded corona is obtained with an applied voltage of
about 3 kV. Such an effect has previously been
described by others2-4 in several gases at pressures of
the order of 2 cm. mercury and less. Apparently this
is the first report of a beaded corona having been
observed in nitrogen at atmospheric pressure, other
workers having insufficiently high fields at the anode.
The beaded corona at atmospheric pressure appears
to possess most of the properties found at low pres¬
sures. The beading is detrimental to the proper
functioning of the counter, since sparks pass prefer¬
entially to the luminous regions of the anode. No
beading appears when the counter operates in air or
in a wide range of nitrogen - oxygen mixtures. Tank
oxygen, and nitrogen - oxygen and argon - air mix¬
tures are generally suitable for use in the counter.
'Chang and Itosenbluni, Phys. Iter.. 07. 222 (1945).
' .Rubens and Henderson, Fhys. Rer.. 58. 446 (1940).
3 MacKaye, I'hys. Rev., 15. 3U9 (1920).
' Thomas and Duffendack. Phys. Rev., 35, 72 (1930).
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